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EXCLUSIVE: Public urged to get behind buy-out and sign petition

Full story: Page 4
WHAT’S ON

Spring, in theory
anyway

SPRING has sprung or, at
least, meteorological spring,
which started on March 1, and
for a couple of days last week
it really did feel as though
warmer days were here to stay.
Full story: Page 16
SPORT

Trail season kicks
off at Middlemoss

THE Border Hound Trailing
Association kicked off the new
season at Middlemoss last
Saturday.
Full story: Page 24
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Langholm is one the verge of a historic buy-out of its moor from Buccleuch, which has owned the land for
centuries but is now negotiating its sale to the community

THE potential community
buy-out of Langholm Moor
has reached a critical stage
in its bid to buy several thousand acres of designated land
from Buccleuch.
After five months of roundthe-clock preparation, the team
behind the buy-out is ready to
present its plan to the public.
Their support is crucial to being able to move onto the next
stage and people are being asked
to sign a petition.
The Langholm Initiative will
release the information about
its plan for part of Langholm

Moor this Saturday.
The information is based on
feedback from the community
and the comprehensive feasibility study and business planning work.
Information packs will be posted to houses in the town and
surrounding area and the information will be available at
www.langholminitiative.org.uk
This will be followed by a
period of community consultation on these plans running from
next Monday until Monday,
March 30.
The purpose of this consulta-

tion is for the people of
Langholm and the surrounding
area to show their support for
the buy-out.
This will be done via an online
petition which can be signed at
www.langholminitiative.org.uk,
available from this Saturday or
in hard copy form at Welcome
to Langholm, Latimers, The
Buccleuch Centre, The Paper
Shop, Cumberland Building Society and the E&L Advertiser
office, the Post Office in Canonbie and the Eskdalemuir Hub.
The forms will be available
from next Monday.

Open days will be held in
Welcome to Langholm on
Wednesday, March 18, Thursday, March 19 and Saturday,
March 21.
Members of the Langholm
Initiative working group will
be available on these days between 10am and 12pm, 2pm
and 4pm and 6pm and 8pm.
This is a vital stage of the
process towards community
ownership.
The areas of land have been
agreed between the Initiative
and Buccleuch and positive discussions continue towards an
agreement on price.
The Initiative will apply to
the Scottish Land Fund towards
the end of March if people support the plan to buy the land
for the community’s benefit.
It is vital that the Initiative
shows vast support for the buyout and encourages as many
people as possible to sign the
petition.
It is also extremely important
that the Initiative itself has a
strong membership base.
The information pack being
delivered to homes will contain
membership forms which can
be completed and returned to
Welcome to Langholm or the
Initiative office at Bells Mill in
Glenesk Road.
People can also become members online through the Initiative’s website. Membership is
free and takes only a minute
online.
After the consultation period
and provided there is strong
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community support for the buyout, the Initiative will embark
on a fundraising campaign to
raise the required funds for the
community purchase, including
an application to the Scottish
Land Fund.
The plans being released are
expected to include protection
of the Common Moss, the creation of a nature reserve, native
woodland planting, environmental climate action and business development.
Ownership of the identified
areas also has the potential to
provide increased access for a
host of community organisations. This could benefit people
of all ages and interests.
A number of these organisations have given letters of support towards the potential purchase, including Langholm
Common Riding members, OutPost Arts, the Muckle Toon Adventure Festival, Langholm
Academy Cluster, Langholm
Playcare, Langholm Day Centre,
Langholm Archive Group, Eskdale and Liddesdale Archaeological Society, Langholm and
District Art Club, Xcel Youth
Trust, Langholm Probus Club,
Langholm
Chilli
Club,
Langholm Digs for Victory and
the Church of Scotland Parish
of Langholm, Eskdalemuir,
Ewes and Westerkirk.
The Langholm Alliance and
Langholm, Ewes and Westerkirk
community council have also
expressed their support.
>Turn to page 2

Deaths

REID
Peacefully after being in ill health for a long time.
On Sunday 23rd February 2020 at Pendruccome
Nursing Home. John beloved husband of Betty
and much loved Dad of Julia and a good friend to
many.
Funeral service will be held in Langholm Parish
Church on Monday 16th March 2020 at 12noon
followed by interment at Langholm cemetery to
which all friends and family are invited. Family
flowers only, donations in lieu to the fire service
benevolent fund and Langholm social club.
Hedley & Turnbull Funeral Directors 07896 557941

Thanks for Sympathy

Church Notices
CANONBIE UNITED
& LIDDESDALE
PARISH CHURCHES
Sunday 15th March
Morning Worship
Liddesdale 10am
Canonbie 11.30am
Services led by
Worship Groups
All welcome

Charity no. SCO00717

RYAN
David would like to thank all friends and neighbours
for the kind expressions of sympathy received
following the sad loss of Eileen, all who attended
the service and kindly gave donations.

Funeral Services

Funeral
Directors
Undertaker & Monumental Service
New Memorials supplied
Additional Inscriptions and Cleaning

David W. Erskine

Briery Bank, Ewes, Langholm
Tel: 013873 81251 or 07710 906257

FUNERAL
DIRECTORS
For a Personal Service

Hedley and Turnbull
013873 75404 / 013873 75532 / 0789 655 7941

Thank You

Thank You

A big thank you to everyone for the
well wishes, visits, cards and gifts
after our accident.
It was incredibly kind and has been
a great comfort during a difficult
time.
Cara & Matthew

The Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
is part funded by

LEADER

Dumfries & Galloway

and charitable trusts and individuals
from the community of Langholm.
Scottish
Rural
Development
Programme

A bright future
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Dumfriesshire
East Community
Benefit Group

LANGHOLM,
ESKDALEMUIR,
EWES & WESTERKIRK
PARISH CHURCHES
Sunday
15th March
Langholm 10am
Ewes 6pm
Mondays & Fridays
Langholm 9.10am
Daily Worship
Services led by
Rev Dr Robert Pickles
Charity no. SCO11946
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Dancer Melissa wins West End award
A DANCE student with a
bright future ahead of her has
been presented with a special
award by her Carlisle school.
Melissa Park, 18, the daughter
of Lisa and Graham Park, won
the West End award at the
annual Razzamataz Carlisle
awards ceremony at the Crown
& Mitre Hotel in Carlisle last
Sunday to celebrate the
success of all the students in
2019.
Melissa’s certificate and medal
encompassed her commitment,
passion and her performance on
the stage at Her Majesty's
Theatre in London which the
school took part in last month.
Melissa said: “I’m very proud
and honoured to have received
this award and would like to
thank Debbie and all her
teachers at Carlisle Razzamataz
for their continued support and
dedication.”
Debbie Mitchell, principal,
added: “Melissa has been a
strong presence during the
entire rehearsal period and
consistently performed to her
very best each and every week.
“We have watched Melissa
grow from a shy young girl to an
outgoing, talented, focused and
dedicated performer with a
bright future ahead of her.
“Melissa shone on the West
End stage when we performed
at Her Majesty’s Theatre and is
very deserving of this award.”

Talks with Buccleuch continue

>From Page 1
The Langholm Alliance and
Langholm, Ewes and Westerkirk
community council have also expressed their support.
Any a organisation, which would
like to lend their support, can write
to kevincumming@langholminitiative.co.uk.
Kevin Cumming, the community
buy-out project leader, said: “It has
been an extremely tense and demanding five or six months.
“In this time the working group
has worked around the clock to get
the community to this stage.
“We continue to have very positive
talks with Buccleuch and this has
helped keep the process flowing.”
He added: “Community ownership
of the land is something which does
not happen often in southern Scotland but it gives a unique opportunity

for the people here.
“The opportunities presented
through this buy-out have the potential to be a well-deserved turning
point for the community.
“The working group hopes people
can see the ambition and the possibilities presented by our plans and
get behind them.
“This is a project for the community and we will proceed only if
people want us to.
“Signing the petition and becoming
a member of the Langholm Initiative
are the best ways people can show
their support.”
The Langholm Initiative working
group consists of Kevin Cumming,
Margaret Pool, John Hanrahan,
Alison Hutton, Peter Renwick, Mairi
Telford Jammeh and Niall
Weatherstone.

Melissa Park of Langholm receives her West End Award from Razzamataz Carlisle

Kevin Cumming: “It’s been an extremely tense and demanding five or six
months.”

Project awarded £600k
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Trust to develop Buccleuch House for learning and enterprise

MORE THAN half a million
pounds has been awarded to
Newcastleton to develop an
enterprise and learning centre
along with a bunkhouse in
Buccleuch House.
The Newcastleton and District
Community Trust says it’s
delighted that it has been
awarded
£664,400
by
the Scottish government’s
Regeneration Capital Grant
Fund.
This provides the core funding
towards the development and
upgrade of Buccleuch House
which, once completed, will
house the enterprise and learning
centre and no-frills bunkhouse.
With this core funding secured, and thanks also to the
support of Border Caring
Services, BCCF Environmental
and the trust’s own funds, it
can now begin this project.
The project will preserve a
much-loved but now very neglected building in the heart of
the village.
It will provide business space
and a learning centre with stateof-the-art technology enabling
students to link into college
campuses around Scotland.
The bunkhouse is targeted at
the growing outdoor leisure
markets of walkers and cyclists
and will provide the income to
help sustain the project.
The trust was also awarded a
budget from government’s
Investing in Communities Fund
and Scottish Land Fund so it
can recruit two new positions.
They will support the board

Newcastleton and District Community Trust has been awarded £664,000 to redevelop Bucceluch House into a
learning and enterprise centre and a bunkhouse

to deliver the community
development plan and proceed
at a pace which is particularly
significant, given the village’s
recent challenges.

Development

It is seeking a community
development officer and a
project worker to work with
the community after the leisure
assets transfer.

The trust wants to get the
message out that Newcastleton
is very much open for business
and life goes on.
Steve Hartley, trust chairman,
said: “With the recent storms
and snow-melt causing severe
flooding which ravaged our village, this has undoubtedly been
one of the most challenging
starts to any year our community
has had to endure.

“Thanks to the combined
efforts of Scottish Borders
Council, its partners, strong
community spirit and our volunteers, the good news is that
work is progressing well on
flood-damaged homes and on
reopening roads and bridges in
and out of the village.
“Communication is still challenging and EE is still to reinstate damaged circuits and repair

masts but the community
remains steadfast and life is
returning to some sense of normality.
“We have also been in the
news headlines for much better
reasons, with the announcement
that we’ve been successful in
our bid to build our Community
Enterprise & Learning Centre
and we have completed a historic land transfer deal with
Buccleuch which passes valuable assets to the community.
“VisitScotland has unveiled
its major See South Scotland
TV advertising campaign, which
is a huge opportunity for Visit
Newcastleton to benefit from
and the exposure this will bring.
“Newcastleton is very much
open for business and we look
forward to welcoming you to
our special part of the world
very soon.”
The asset transfer deal with
Buccleuch for Polysport, the
playing field, golf clubhouse
and course, woodlands, allotments and riverside, more than
100 acres in total, comes as
Buccleuch continues negotiations for the sale of 750 acres
of Holm Hill.
The trust has applied to the
Scottish Land Fund. Given its
recent experiences with flooding, the trust says it is even
more imperative that the village
can expand beyond its current
boundary to develop new safe
homes for residents.
Owning more land will enable
that to happen. Decisions will
be announced in May.

Flood protection scheme meeting

A MEETING is being held next week to discuss the controversial proposed Langholm
flood protection scheme.
A debate has been underway on Facebook
and a Langholm flooding page set up to get
the views of people about Dumfries and Galloway Council’s scheme.
Many think the scheme is too highly-engineered, given that Langholm has not suffered
any substantial flooding.
The council and its consultants, RPS Group,
were in town for three days a few weeks ago
and directed people towards their preferred
option.
This included a series of walls, with glass
panels, up to two metres high, and grass
embankments, including one along the waterside.
The scheme would protect the town from a
one in 200-year flood at a cost of £8m and
would attract 80 per cent funding from the
Scottish government, with the remaining 20
per cent paid for by the council.
The meeting is in Langholm Social Club at
7pm next Monday.
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Fireraising
appeal

POLICE in Langholm were
called to a fire in a bin in the
woods behind Academy Place
last Wednesday.
Officers are appealing for witness to the fireraising in Galaside
wood between 7pm and 7.30pm.
They initially attended after
receiving a report that there was
a fire near the old primary school.
On arrival, they found a green
plastic bin had been set on fire
in the woods and not at the old
primary school.
The fire was extinguished by
the Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service.
Concerns were raised with the
police by members of the public
who had overheard youths near
the area talking about starting
fires.
Police are looking to speak to
any witnesses who may have
seen or heard anything suspicious
at about the time of the fire.
Contact Police Scotland on
101 and quote Ref 3277 of
March 4.
____________________

Youth
election

ESKDALE: There will be an
election for the Annandale East
youth councillor vacancy in the
coming weeks. More information
is at @youthcouncildg
____________________

Saturday
dancing

CANONBIE: The public hall
hosts a dance with John Morgan
at 7.30pm this Saturday.

WEEKLY MEETINGS
in LANGHOLM

slim
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The Studio, Maxwell Place, Langholm
Every Wednesday at 5pm
New members always welcome
for more information call

CAT BRANNEY on a yokun’ow
ma re
zin
07565 732420
g!
www.slimmingworld.co.uk
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Many people believe the dredging the Esk is a better solution than flood defences

ERIC
HAGAN

Longtown
Tel: 01228 791664
Brampton
Tel: 016977 42703

www.erichaganopticians.co.uk

O P T I C I A N S

www erichaganopticians co uk
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EMERGENCY
NUMBERS

POLICE SCOTLAND

Langholm .......................101
Newcastleton ................ 101

COUNCILS
Dumfries and Galloway Council

.................................030 3333 3000
.............www.dumgal.gov.uk
Fault reporting (potholes/streetlights etc) ............................
0800 042 0188
Langholm Town Hall/Library ..
013873 80255
Dumfries and Galloway
bus timetables

www.dumgal.gov.uk/timetables

Scottish Borders Council ....
0330 100 1800
out of hours ..01896 752 111
Scottish Borders
bus timetables
......www.scotborders.gov.uk

UTILITIES

Scottish Water
.....................0800 0778 778
......www.scottishwater.co.uk
Scottish Power
.......................................105
.....www.scottishpower.co.uk
Scottish Gas emergency ....
0800 111 999
National Rail enquiries ........
03457 484 950
.........www.nationalrail.co.uk
Floodline SEPA
.....................03000 996 699
.................www.sepa.org.uk
Amey (A7)
.....................0800 042 0188
...www.scottishtrunkroadsse
.amey.co.uk

POST OFFICES

Langholm .....013873 81109
Newcastleton ..013873 75361
Canonbie ......013873 71348
Rowanburn ...013873 71542

HOSPITALS

D&G Royal Infirmary
......................01387 246246
Cumberland Infirmary
......................01228 523444
Borders General Hospital ...
01896 826000
Thomas Hope Hospital
.....................013873 80417

DOCTORS

Langholm .....013873 83100
Newcastleton ..013873 75100
Canonbie .....013873 71313
NHS24 ...........................111

CHURCHES

Langholm,Eskdalemuir Ewes and
Westerkirk Parish churches
Ms Joy Lunn
Session clerk...07584 357180
Canonbie United Parish church
Session Clerk..013873 25255
Liddesdale Parish church
Session Clerk..Glynis Cambridge
07469 397065

SCHOOLS

Langholm Primary
......................013873 80900
Langholm Academy
......................013873 80418
Newcastleton
......................013873 75240
Canonbie
......................013873 71336

CHEMISTS

Dalston Pharmacy, Langholm
......................013873 80220
Monday to Friday
8.45am -1pm; 2pm-5.30pm.
Saturday 8.45am-12.30pm.
Boots Pharmacy, Longtown
......................01228 792859
Monday-Friday 9am - 6pm.
Saturday 9am-5pm.

DENTISTS

Mark Buddy .013873 80521
Emergency - outside opening hours
01461 202508

SHE survived three skate-offs,
had the judges in tears and
had the audience and viewers
at home jumping up and down
in their seats.
Gold-medal-winning
Paralympian Libby Clegg set
out to show that disability is no
barrier to success and danced
her way to the final of Dancing
On Ice with professionalism and
commitment.
Libby and skating partner Mark
Hanretty were up against two
other couples last Sunday and
it was noted that, on what was
International Women’s Day, she
was the only woman left in the
competition.
Their final routine was choreographed by Jayne Torvill and
Christopher Dean, two of the
judges, and focused on Libby’s
success as a sprinter. They scored
a maximum of four 10s, as did
the other two couples.
As he had been through the
whole 10 weeks, her fiancé Dan
Powell was in the audience to
cheer her on and her followers
in Eskdale and Liddesdale were
glued to their screens for two
hours.
Introducing them before their
skate, co-host Phillip Schofield
said: “Our next celebrity has
done it time after time on the
race track and she hopes to add
another trophy to her massive
cabinet.”
Before she took to the ice,
Libby said: “The semi-final was
a bit of a blur, especially the

solo skate, and it was really difficult doing two routines.
“Now we’re in the final and
doing a routine choreographed
by Torvill and Dean. It’s a celebration of my career which is
really cool. We just need to go
out there and smash it.”
Jayne explained they had come
up with a move they’d never
done before and Mark admitted
it was going to be a challenge
but he was excited about having
the chance to celebrate Libby’s
Paralympian success.

Privilege

After getting the maximum
score, Libby broke down in
tears as she said what an honour
and privilege it had been and
co-host Holly Willoughby told
her: “It’s an honour and privilege
to watch you skating.”
In his comments, Christopher
said: “We’ve thrown everything
at you over the last 10 weeks
and you stood up and took it all
and just thrived. I’m so proud
of you. Congratulations.”
Ashley Banjo told her it was
“another incredible routine, perfectly skated”, while John
Barrowman said: “That was
absolutely stunning, to watch
you live your life on the ice
like that and show us everything
you have achieved.”
The couples then each watched
a short film about their participation in the programme and
included were short messages
from their family members.

Libby and her partner Mark Harnetty made it to 3rd place in the Dancing on Ice final on Sunday evening

Dan told her: “Libs, I’m so
proud of you. You’ve inspired
so many people and shown you
can do anything if you put in
the time and effort. I can’t wait
to watch you in the final.”
Sister Fliss added: “You’ve
proved to everyone that if you
believe in yourself and work
hard, you can do anything.”
Mum Moira, who lives in
Langholm, told her daughter
they were really proud of her
and she had loved watching her
take part.
Through her tears Libby told

Letters to the editor

Justly
proud

www.eladvertiser.co.uk

NEARLY 15 years ago I was lucky
enough to be appointed the youth
worker for the Xcel Project.
This was a new, three-year project, set
up to give opportunities to young people
in Eskdale.
At the time, the project was only words
on a piece of paper, outlining what it
wanted to achieve over the three years.
I was 25 when I started so it was a
great opportunity but it was also quite
daunting. There hadn’t been a project
like this before in the area.
The project was then managed by the
community centre and, initially, it was
based there.
I worked hard to build the project into
something people could relate to and
create an identity so it was recognisable
and young people could start to engage
with it.
The project began to take shape and,
after the initial three year, we secured

funding for another two years.
We moved into the High Street not
long after that and this had a big impact
on helping people understand what the
project was about.
We started to build a good base of
activities which included youth club,
drop-in, Buck Hoodies, holiday
programmes and a number of projects in
the schools.
One of the early highlights was an
exchange trip to Finland with 12 young
people.
The project started to grow and, more
importantly, the funding kept coming.
For me, 2012 was the most important
year for the Xcel Project and one of my
proudest moments since being
appointed.
In November we became a charity, the
Xcel Youth Trust was formed and
became responsible for running the Xcel
Project.
This meant we were a standalone
organisation and charitable status
opened more opportunities for funding.
While it was hard work initially, we are
still reaping the benefits of that decision.
The Xcel Project has been through

Mark he had made the experience phenomenal for her and it
had completely changed her life.
He said: “You’ve completely
shattered my expectations of
what is possible.”
In the next round the couples
had to dance their favourite routine from the previous nine
weeks and Libby and Mark
chose The Bare Necessities from
The Jungle Book movie.
Again, their second routine
scored four 10s and Mark said:
“I speak for the entire production
team in saying that the time

spent with Libby and seeing the
challenges she faces with such
optimism and positivity has
made us all better people.
Libby and Mark did not make
it through to the final dance, a
version of the Bolero, for which
Jayne and Christopher are so
famous.
But Libby said: “I really
wanted to do Dancing On Ice
because I wanted to show that
disabled people could achieve
magnificent things. This has
been more than just a competition. It’s been life-changing.”

Have your say on the issues affecting our area. You can write to us at
Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser, 54 High Street, Langholm DG13 0JH or
email your comments to rachel.norris@eladvertiser.co.uk
seven different funding streams, usually
securing funding for two years at a time.
It has brought into the community
more than £600,000 which has benefited
the young people of Eskdale.

Change

All that being said, it is time for a
change and 15 years seems like a good
number for me to finish on.
I will leave my post at the end of July
and we will advertise the position over
the next couple of weeks in the hope of
having someone in place during June
which will allow a few weeks for the
handover.
Now comes the hard part; trying to
sum up what this job and project has
meant to me.
Working with young people isn’t for
everyone and you have to want to do it.
It should be something you enjoy and
means something to you.
In my case, I do it because I love it.
When I started, I wanted to make a
difference to the lives of the young
people involved in the project.
Whether they were attending a weekly
activity, taking part in one of our school

projects, coming on one of our trips or
just popping into the office for a chat.
I hope the fact the Xcel Project has
been around for 15 years has helped the
young people to feel they are part of the
community and they do have a voice.
That won’t change and I hope it will be
around for another 15 years.
We talk to young people about comfort
zones but it applies to us as adults as
well.
If you don’t push yourself and take
opportunities, nothing will change. I am
ready for a change and it is time to do
something different.
There are so many individuals,
organisations and funders to thank but I
won’t do that now. I will do that over the
next few months.
I would like to highlight one group and
that is the young people. Thank you to
every single one of you for making the
project what it is today.
It has been an absolute pleasure to
work with you all and, as a community,
we should be proud of every single one
of you.
Duncan Elliott

Region poised to deal
with potential outbreak
All 33 tests for virus in Dumfries and Galloway are negative

A CO-ORDINATED approach
is in place in Dumfries and
Galloway to address the
likelihood of a national outbreak of coronavirus.
Since the first reports of the
outbreak in China, the Health
and Social Care Partnership has
prepared a suite of arrangements
in anticipation of the coronavirus
reaching the UK.
Arrangements have been
developed by drawing on the
well-established protocols to
tackle communicable diseases.
A team spanning primary care,
acute care and social care is
meeting regularly to take forward these arrangements.
Information is being shared
with the workforce and public
who have a key role in helping
to prevent its spread.
Current advice stresses the
need to ensure good hygiene,
regularly cleaning hands and
using disposable tissues for
coughs and sneezes.
It also directs people not to
enter public areas such as GP

practices if they feel there is a
risk they may have been exposed
to coronavirus, instead asking
them to go home and either call
their GP or NHS Inform on the
free 111 number.

systems may be under and
receptive to changes which may
be needed to provide care to
them and their family.

Helpline

Negative

As of Tuesday, there have been
33 tests in the region and all
have been negative.
It is likely that COVID-19
cases will be detected in the
region.
However, planning and preparations place the region in the
best possible position to address
the impact and ensure people
receive care and support.
Dr Kenneth Donaldson, medical director, said: “For most
people who become infected,
this will be a mild illness but if
there are large numbers of
infections, this is likely to place
additional pressures on healthcare resources.
“There is a lot the public can
do to help limit the spread of
the infection and following

Dr Kenneth Donaldson, medical director of NHS Dumfries & Galloway

advice and supporting the partnership’s work with other
organisations will help ensure
everyone can be helped if there
are cases of COVID-19.”
Everyone can help by following public health authorities’
advice on handwashing; checking and following the latest

Town’s spud growers
start digging for victory

Mairi Telford Jammeh, who was last year’s Langholm winner, picks
up her 2020 seed potato from Welcome to Langholm

THE potatoes have been
released for the 2020
Langholm versus Eaglesfield
tattie bag competition.
The rules are simple: one secret
potato - the variety is only revealed on weigh-in day - and
one bag to each grower. The
rest is up to the growers.
Last year was the first time
that Langholm Chilli Club was
invited to take part in the
competition against Eaglesfield.
In Langholm 38 people took
part and the winner was firsttime grower Mairi Telford
Jammeh who weighed in hers
at 3lbs 7oz.
The Springfield winner had 7lbs
and the Eaglesfield winner 11lbs
14oz. This year Langholm wants
to do better.
Langholm’s allocation is 60
potatoes and bags only. They
are available on a first-come,
first-served basis from Welcome
To Langholm.
The cost is £2 for each entry.
Time to get growing.

travel advice when travelling
and planning to travel; ensuring
they and their family’s vaccinations are up to date.
This will help reduce the pressure on the NHS by reducing
vaccine-preventable diseases;
being understanding of the pressures the health and social care

IN BRIEF
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People also need to accept
that the advice for managing
COVID-19 for most will be
self-isolation at home and simple
over the counter medicines.
Updates on public health
advice for coronavirus are on
the NHS Inform website and a
free helpline has been set up
for those who do not have symptoms but are looking for general
health advice on 0800 028 2816.
For people planning to travel
abroad, guidance is on
fitfortravel.
Where a COVID-19 risk is
identified, country pages will
be updated.
On Tuesday the Scottish
government said the total number of tests carried out was
2,234. Of those 2,207 were negative and 27 positive.

Driving
them mad

A COMMUNITY councillor in
Langholm has warned she will
write to her MP if the police do
not “get their finger out” to
solve the parking problems and
illegal driving in David Street.
Betty Harkness said she raised
the issue at community council
every month but the police had
“never done anything”.
She said: “I’m sick of it. There
will be an accident if nothing
is done. They’re sitting here in
their office, their van is here.
“It would take them only a
few minutes to walk to David
Street and see what is happening.
“When these drivers are going
in the wrong direction, they’re
speeding because they know
what they’re doing.
“They also reverse along
David Street because they think
they’re okay doing that.
“I can just about tell you who
it is and when they’re going to
do it. They just smirk at you
because they know there are
no police.”
After the meeting, PC Lindsay
McGoldrick said she was looking at ways to deal with the
problem other than simply
issuing tickets.

Big Screen events coming soon to

Royal Opera House Live
presents
JONAS KAUFMANN in
Beethoven’s

FIDELIO

Recorded live at the
O2 Arena

Tuesday March 24th
7.15pm

The world’s ultimate musical duo

BALL & BOE
Back Together

Tuesday March 31st : 2pm &
Thursday April 9th : 7.15pm

BOX OFFICE: 013873 81196
www.buccleuchcentre.com
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Farming on the Border

More stock is sold,
average prices fall

In association with
C & D AUCTION MARTS - LONGTOWN & DUMFRIES

Be clear about
future support
FARMERS must be given
more clarity from the Scottish
government on how they will
support the industry to make
changes in the fight against
climate change.
Colin Smyth, South of
Scotland MSP and Scottish
Labour’s rural economy
spokesperson, was commenting
on NFU Scotland’s latest policy
document for the nation’s agriculture after being presented
with a copy.
As Scotland leaves the EU
and Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP), he says the
transition to exit the CAP and
adopt a new agricultural policy
in 2025 must be managed to
provide stability and certainty.
In its document, Stability –
The Platform for Change, the
union proposes measures which
must be taken from next year
onwards to enable agriculture
to move to even lower carbon
and more efficient systems,
driving productivity and
delivering on environmental
and climate change ambitions.
That includes actions to simplify and improve existing
schemes from 2021 to give
certainty to farmers and be a
launch pad for more significant
change from 2024.
Mr Smyth said: “Agriculture
is critical to the economy in
southern Scotland and the
industry is ready and willing
to take action to help tackle
the climate emergency.
“The fact that stakeholders
such as NFUS continue to

produce the most detailed and
credible policy plans on the
issue to fill the vacuum being
left by the government is a sign
of what little leadership ministers are showing.
“Farmers need clarity on what
they can expect during the transition period and beyond as a
new support system is developed to help tackle the climate
crisis. It’s time the government
started to deliver that.”
Launching the document,
Andrew McCornick, union
president, said: “Our proposals
will future-proof our sector by
making meaningful changes to
existing CAP rules during the
transition period, driving forward with new pilot schemes
from 2021 to 2024 and
producing a new policy in 2025
which is fit for purpose.
“Both these short and longerterm proposals recognise agriculture’s fundamental role in
emissions reductions and carbon
sequestration, while retaining
our ability to profitably produce
food to the highest of standards.
“The government’s agricultural transformation programme
offers potential to deliver on
environmental and climate goals
but to turn the ambition into
reality, the support level needs
to be substantially above the
£40m announced.
“Farmers must be given
incentives to take up fundamental measures focusing on
soils, input costs and emission
reduction.”

C&D Auction Marts Ltd had forward
3,092 at the weekly sale of store hoggs
and feeding ewes at Longtown on Tuesday, March 3.
Another large entry attracted more
buyers, with all classes meeting an unbelievable trade with highest rates of
the season realised and an overall average
of £76.94. All vendors went home very
happy with their day’s trading, many
more required.
Top was £117 for a Texel hogg from
Kirkwood Mains, others to £102, £101
from Low Tipalt; Beltexes to £100 from
Balliemore; Suffolks to £100 Low Tipalt,
£98 Wydon Eals; North Country Cheviots
to £97 Blaebeck, £96 Alton, £93 Archbank; Greyfaces to £99 Wydon Eals,
£98 Whitfield Estates, £97 Belzies;
Cheviot Mules to £97 Archbank; Hill
Cheviots to £87 The Bloch, £86
Milnholm, £80 Skelfhill; Blackfaces to
£79 & £75 Prospect House, £3 Baljean;
Swaledales to £77 & £72 Whitfield Estates, £72 Low Old Shield; Romneys to
£79 Rammerscales; Kendal Roughs to
£79 Gill Head.
Feeding ewes and rams (232) met

record prices. Top £124 for Suffolk ewes
from Shaw Cottage; Texels to £109
Newton; Cheviots to £102 Blaebeck;
Greyfaces to £99 Newton. Hill ewes
sold to £86 for Blackfaces from Newton;
Cheviots to £83 Parkhill; Swaledales to
£65 Hamburn Hall. Cast rams to £70
Newton.
The mart held the fortnightly sale of
store cattle on the same day. A useful
entry of store cattle was forward, with
most being younger sorts, although a
busy ringside of buyers ensured a brisk
trade for all classes. The sale topped at
£935 for a Shorthorn heifer from Messrs
McArthur, Arnicle, Argyll. Bullocks sold
to £905 for a Limousin from Mackie
Campbell Trust, Kilberry Home Farm,
Tarbert.
The mart had forward 7,037 sheep
comprising 4,316 prime hoggs and 2,721
cast ewes and rams at the weekly sale
at Longtown on Thursday, February 27.
A nice entry of quality cast cows again
sold well at recent rates, with more required on a weekly basis to fulfil demand.
The sale topped at 161p for a British
Blue from D & Y Wilson, Plumpe, Gret-

LIVESTOCK sold through
Scotland’s auction marts
fetched £482.m last year,
official figures show.
Statistics compiled by the
Institute of Auctioneers and
Appraisers in Scotland (IAAS)
reveal that almost 2.7 million
head of livestock were sold by
auctioneering firms in 2019.
Total sale numbers were up
by just over 112,000 on the
previous year, recognising the
vital role marts and their professionals play in achieving fair
value for farmers.
While physical totals have
risen compared with 2018, the
average prices achieved dropped
by 8.1 per cent, reflecting the
fall in general commodity prices
as well as the uncertainty for
marketing surrounding Brexit.
There is no doubt the auction
system has been challenged,
especially in the prime sheep
sector, by supermarket suppliers
who would rather avoid competition and seek price control
through direct sourcing.
IAAS, the trade body which
represents all auction mart companies operating in Scotland,
is the only organisation which
gathers the statistics, based on
members’ submissions

Neil Wilson and Scott Donaldson of the IAAS

They show that the number
of store stock sold through rings
was down by 0.82 per cent at
just under 1.2m.
Those animals achieved values
totalling £314.1m, a fall of about
5.9 per cent on the previous 12
months.
Levels of stock sold for slaughter by marts rose by 8.7 per
cent to 1.5 million, reflecting
the desire from farms to achieve
a fair and transparent price for
their finished stock which can
be achieved only by using the
live ring.
Their values were almost
unchanged on the year at

£168.4m.
Publication of the figures highlights the transparency of the
auction mart system in realising
fair and competitive real-time
pricing with guaranteed payment, a message championed
by IAAS.
Scott Donaldson, IAAS president and managing director of
Harrison & Hetherington, said:
“Scotland’s auction marts and
auctioneers are working harder
than ever to achieve the best
possible prices for farmers at a
time when they have never
needed that more.
“And they’re doing that in

246p for 28kg hoggs from J Hume &
Son, Sundhope, Yarrow.
It was the annual show and sale of
Blackface hoggs, which were an outstanding entry for top quality and judging
was in the capable hands of Jimmy
Blenchorn, who had a difficult task
before him. Champion pen was a pen
of heavy Blackface hoggs from regular
consigner John Jardine, Yett, Lockerbie
weighing 54kg and selling at £125.
Class 1 up to 39kg: 1 Reid, Glendearg
36kg £87; 2 Warden, Skelfhill 37kg
£89. Class 2 39.1-45kg: 1 Reid, Glendearg 43kg £104; 2 Reid, Glendearg
41kg £97. Class 3 45.1kg+: 1 & champion Jardine, Yett 54kg £125; 2 Graham,
Craigdarroch 51kg £118.
Principal prices (per kilo): Beltex 334p
Corstane, 325p Station Yard, 317p Stenries View, 315p Station Yard. Texel 291p
Myrelandhorn, 283p Willimoteswick,
282p East Kirk, 281p Bombie. Suffolk
251p Baldovie, 245p Hopestead, 244p
Miller Hill, 243p Oswie & Plumpe.
Herdwick 249p Orthwaite Hall, 236p
Auchengray, 234p Chapel House.
Cheviot 246p Jerriestown & Sundhope,

245p Lurgan & Whins, 244p Thistledown, 243p West Scales. Blackface 243p
Dranigower, 242p, 241p Craigdarroch,
241p Glendearg, 240p Skelfhill. North
Country Cheviot 242p Aucharua, 242p,
237p Micklethwaite, 234p Yett, 232p
Carruthers. Charollais 241p Oswie. Mule
239p The Ha’, 235p Baldovie, 234p
The Ha’, 233p Killipol & Westernhopeburn. Swaledale 226p Maidencots.
Principal prices (per head): Suffolk
£172, £140 Knock, £129 Auchengray,
£128 Flex, £126 Thuster Mains, £125
Guardsmill. Texel £172, £170, £164,
£162 Knock, £155 Auchengray. Beltex
£150 Heathery Hall, £148 Hillside, £143
Stenires View, £141 Heathery Hall. Mule
£140 Baldovie, £120 Howard House,
£113 Baldovie. Blackface £125 Yett,
£124 Craigdarroch & Balliemeanoch,
£120 West Scales. Cheviot £119 West
Scales, £117.50 Kirkton, £115.50 Station
Yard, £114 Kirkton & The Land. North
Country Cheviot £118.50 Banniskirk
Mains, £117 Yett, £116 Baldovie, £114
Micklethwaite & Carruthers. Half-Bred
£117 Humbleheugh. Charollais £105
Sceugh Dyke, £103.50 Oswie. Herdwick

Around the marts

na, who sold others at 134p and 126p.
Charolais cows sold to 121p from Messrs
Baxter, Moss Side, Hethersgill. Top
price per head of £936 for British Blues
from Plumpe.
4,316 prime hoggs were a top quality
offering, with a big percentage of 33%
being heavy hoggs. All the usual buyers
present and extra keen for supplies.
Overall average 236.1p (SQQ 238.9p),
being 5p less on the week, which was
acceptable considering the large percentage of heavies forward.
Best export weights all sold at over
300p per kilo and to a top of 334p for
Beltex hoggs from M Dunlop, Corstane,
Broughton. Commercial hoggs between
240p and 260p per kilo.
Heavy hoggs were an outstanding
show and very dear with many pens between £160 and £170 to a top of £172
for both Texel and Suffolk hoggs from
Highfield Farming Ltd, Knock, Duns.
Light hoggs were in short supply and
inadequate for requirements, selling to
£78 for 32kg Blackface hoggs from R
McClelland & Son, Dranigower, Newton
Stewart with Cheviot hoggs selling to

the face of significant challenges
facing the wider rural
economy.
“There are some positive
trends in the numbers but they
also reflect the financial reality
of some of the issues faced,
with the trade for beef producers
particularly challenging.
“The picture for lamb trade
was more positive in 2019 but
everyone’s watching anxiously
to see how Brexit may affect
that because we can ill-afford
any slump.
“The worth of animals sold is
a powerful reminder of the economic importance of our marts.
“The increase in the number
of animals going through our
rings highlights the value farmers place on the system.
“It has never been more
important for the entire supply
chain to embrace the auction
system to keep trade vibrant
and successful, highlighting the
superb standards of Scotchassured red meat.”
Neil Wilson, IAAS executive
director, said: “Marts are vital
to securing the strongest possible
future for our communities and
continually evolving to ensure
they remain the most competitive
place to buy and sell, delivering

£99.50 Longrow, £97 Orthwaite Hall,
£91.50 Fold Head, £90 Rowhead.
The 2,721 cast ewes and rams met
the dearest trade of the season to average
£93.60 overall. Many more could have
been sold to a full ring of buyers.
A new record price of £210 was
achieved for Texel ewes from Seymour
Farms, Seymour House, Wigton. Greyface ewes sold around to £125 plus
mark and to £131 from Millantae Farms,
Lockerbie.
Hill ewes saw all the best sell at £100
and over, to a top of £111 for Blackface
ewes from Wanwood Partners, Alston
and for Cheviot ewes from G & L White,
Howden, Selkirk.
Rams sold to £188 for Charollais from
Beckfoot.
Averages. Hoggs: light to 246p
(219.1p); standard to 334.2p (237p);
medium to 325p (241.1p); heavy to
291.7p (230.1p). Ewes: light to £111
(£67.89); heavy to £210 (£111.83). Rams:
£188 (£103.49).

Langholm teenager is
elected to parliament
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Cameron is keen to start his fledgling parliamentary career

A LANGHOLM youth councillor has been elected a
Member of the Scottish Youth
Parliament after a vacancy
came up unexpectedly.
Cameron Greer, 15, who lives
in Claygate and attends
Langholm Academy, was representing Annandale East and
Eskdale on the Youth Council
but will now be one of Dumfries
and Galloway’s MSYPs.
As a councillor, Cameron took
part in the first joint meeting
between the local authority and
youth council at The Bridge in
Dumfries recently.
The meeting brought together
elected members, youth councillors and MSYPs to develop
actions which would improve
opportunities for young people.
Members were split into three
groups based on the council’s
main service committees: economy and resources; education
and learning; and communities.
Eight actions were proposed
and agreed by both organisations
and a report on their progress

will go to full council in June.
These actions related to regional development projects
and youth participation, access
to community resources and
education and training.
The meeting marked a significant moment for the council
and showed the commitment
to improving the way in which
young people are meaningfully
involved and heard in decisionmaking.

Collaborative

Councillor Elaine Murray,
council leader, said: “We’re
proud to be one of only a handful
of Scottish councils to make
this step towards a more collaborative approach to decisionmaking with young people.”
Cameron told the E&L
Advertiser he was elected to
the youth council last April and
spent a few months training,
starting his role in September.
He said: “We did postcard
consultations with young people
in the ward and made an action

Cameron Greer of Langholm has been elected an MSYP in Dumfriesshire

plan stating what we were going
to do for the rest of the term.
“We met Duncan Elliott of
Xcel about the youth forum he
is starting and began an ecogroup at the academy.
“Number one issue in the consultation was how to lower our
carbon footprint; two was young

people’s mental health; and
three was increase the number
of free or cheap activities in
the ward.
“That’s the action plan we’ll
focus on for the rest of the year.
We’ll support the academy’s
eco-group and see how the community and school can reduce

Silver lining for Copshaw hotel
THE Liddesdale Hotel in
Newcastleton was among a
record number of licensed
premises in the Borders to enter
the Best Bar None awards this
year.
The awards night was held in the
Buccleuch Arms in St Boswells and
the Copshaw hotel won a silver
award.
Best Bar None Scotland is a notfor-profit funded national accreditation and award scheme to reduce
crime, reward excellence and raise
standards so everyone can enjoy a
safe night out.
Each venue, which applied, was
visited by an independent assessor
and judged on its efforts around
the prevention of crime and disorder
and securing public safety.
Nick Walker, Best Bar None coordinator for the Borders, said:
“Twenty-one venues took part and
16 achieved gold accreditation so
they are going ‘over and above’ in
terms of improving safety and best
practice.
“Best Bar None plays a vital role
in ensuring everyone can enjoy a
safe night out. I would like to congratulate all the venues.
“Safety has to be the first priority
on a night out and all our licensed
premises have shown a real commitment, placing the welfare of staff
and customers first.”

their environmental impact.
“We’ll identify all the mental
health services which support
young people, promote those
services and show them where
they can get help.
“To meet the need for activities
we’re working with the youth
work partnership and talking
to Xcel about putting on more
activities for teenagers, not just
the younger kids.”
Last week one MSYP vacancy
came up and Cameron put himself forward, along with three
others.
He said: “We each gave a
speech to the youth council and
they voted. I won and I’m feeling ecstatic about it.”
Cameron is now one of two
Dumfriesshire representatives.
His first meeting as an MSYP
is on March 20 and 21 and this
is followed by another on
Orkney in July.
There are now two Youth
Council vacancies in Annandale
East and Eskdale.
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Funding
changes

LANGHOLM: The application
process for applying for grants
from the Minsca windfarm community benefit fund has
changed.
Under the new format, groups
can apply for funding of more
than £1,000 or for less than
£1,000.
John Galloway, community
council chairman, said it was
similar to the process adopted
by the Ewe Hill 6 and 16 windfarms.
____________________

Boundary
wall plan

WESTERKIRK:
Kieran
McNally of Billholm House has
applied for planning permission
to build a 2.44m high boundary
wall and a gazebo.
____________________

Council
co-option

LANGHOLM: The community
council has agreed to co-opt Stuart
Clement on to the organisation.

The
E & L Gallery

What have you seen this week in
Eskdale and Liddesdale?
Send us your photographs!

Every week we publish a reader’s photo on
our Gallery page. This can be taken on a
phone or a camera. Submit your photos to
the Editor who will select the best for
publication. Let us know what camera or
phone you took it on.

Email them to
eskdaleliddesdale@gmail.com or
drop a printed copy into our office at
54 High Street, Langholm.

Tomasz Milkowski, who manages the Liddesdale Hotel, Newcastleton,
which won silver at the Best Bar None awards

born in 1848 ...... and still going strong!

Panel in the hot seat
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A7 actions
outlined

THE A7 Action Group meets
in Hawick later this month and
on the agenda is the landslide
on the road just south of
Skippers
Bridge
near
Langholm.
Gary Head of Amey, which
maintains the road for Transport
Scotland, said at their previous
meeting that safety works such
as tree removal was being prioritised.
In the longer term geotechnical engineers were carrying out
detailed checks on the stability
of the slope and further works
would be needed before the
traffic lights could be removed.
This has since been done.
Langholm’s representatives
also raised the issue of upgrading the A7 from Middleholm
road end to Skippers Bridge.
The group considered that
this should be prioritised in
view of the recent landslip and
the chairman, Oliver Mundell,
Dumfriesshire MSP, undertook
to write to the Scottish transport
minister.
Mr Head also said that a
40mph buffer zone between
Langholm rugby club and the
existing 30mph zone was still
being considered.
Langholm’s members also
asked for a warning sign at
Hall Path because there were
now more children crossing
the road there.
In response to a query about
fixed mirrors at this and other
awkward junctions with poor
sight lines, these would not be
approved by Transport Scotland
but if put up on private land
would not be objected to so
long as they did not cause glare
or other distractions.
The trial 20mph limit zone
in Langholm High Street was
still on hold, while more traffic
data investigations were done.
The proposed loading and
waiting restrictions were with
Transport Scotland’s special
project team.
Sergeant Robert McNay of
Police Scotland said there had
been no recorded serious road
traffic collisions in the Dumfries
and Galloway since the previous
meeting.
From June to August 387
hours of marked and unmarked
road policing patrols had been
carried out, during which 248
drivers had been stopped.
Four were found to be unfit
to drive because of drink or
drugs and 83 warnings or prosecutions were issued, 59 of
which related to speeding.
In a few cases, vehicles were
found to be unlicensed or uninsured and were seized.
A speeding patrol was
deployed near the Sawmill
Bridge where 25 speeding offences had been detected.
There had been a joint, twoday deployment with Cumbria
Police using Automatic Number
Plate Recognition to target travelling criminals.
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Members’ questions ranged from flooding to log-burning stoves
FOUR panellists put themselves
under the spotlight at Penton
Discussion Group’s annual
Brains Trust question time.
Ian Imrie, chairman, welcomed
everyone, including panel chairman Eric Kitching.
The panellists were Heather
Pritchard, head of pedigree sales
at Harrison & Hetherington;
Karen Stalker, managing director
of Stalkers Transport, Brampton;
Simon Harrison of Harrison
Northern Ltd and the Halston
Group’s Colin Steel, now semiretired from his engineering and
consultancy roles.
He is now director of his own
property development company.
The questions prompted varying
responses from the panel who,
being from very different backgrounds, had different thoughts
and contributions to make.
A very topical question came
forward about the outbreak of
Coronavirus (Covid 19).
The panel’s responses were various. Some considered it media-driven and blown out of
proportion, while others were
concerned over how much we
really knew and what the implications might be for the economy of the country and beyond.

was a major error, especially
because its successor was the
Environment Agency.
The whole floor agreed that
building projects now continuing
to go ahead on flood plains
added to the problem.
This question sparked much
debate and could easily have
taken up the whole evening.

Lighthearted

Penton Discussion Group’s Brains Trust panel

Good responses came forward
from the floor and one member
likened it to Asian flu which
was identified in China, coincidentally, in the same month
of February 63 years ago.
This claimed many millions of
lives around the world but it
was hoped that the world was
more prepared to deal with this
new outbreak.
The proposed introduction of
apex predators was the next
topic for debate.
This sparked similar responses
from most of the panel, the
worry being on the continued

management of the introductions.
The concern was that, initially,
this might work well but the
success of the breeds, because
they were top predators with
no natural enemies, would lead
to new problems to be addressed.

Introduction

The audience feedback was the
hope that, if these projects were
to go forward, the areas of
introduction would be remote
unfarmed land where this could
be managed correctly.
Many did not see the point at

all of the introductions because
they were removed in the first
place as a result of the problems
they created.
Other questions included the
new government rulings to be
introduced in 2021 of the burning of coal and undried logs.
Most feedback focused on how
the government planned to
police this and was it just another
box-ticking exercise?
Flooding brought many ideas
to the floor, nature being a difficult beast to deal with.
It was suggested the changing
of the water authorities

Eric injected some humour into
the evening by slipping some
lighthearted questions to the
panel and the floor, always a
welcome relief from much of
the doom and gloom.
The meeting broke for a light
supper, after which questions
flowed again from the floor.
The chairman thanked the
invited panel and question master. The evening ended with
rapturous applause from the
floor, a sure sign a great night
was enjoyed by all.
The next and final meeting of
the season is the AGM on
Monday, March 30 at 8pm at
Skitby.
The racing outing is organised
for May 6 at Kelso. Names
please to Gavin Fox. Everyone
is welcome.

Duke of Edinburgh bronze medallists

Aeryn Mack, left, and Cerys Gough celebrate their achivement in gaining the Duke of Edinburgh bronze medals

TWO Langholm Academy
pupils have achieved their
Duke of Edinburgh bronze
awards.
Cerys Gough and Aeryn

Mack, who are in S5, attended the awards evening at
Easterbrook Hall, Dumfries.
To achieve the awards the
girls completed three chal-

lenges: physical, skills and
volunteering.
Cerys said: “I really enjoyed
taking part. I completed more
than 50 hours of volunteering

with the Langholm Beaver
group, helping with activities,
arts and crafts and outings.
“For my physical challenge,
I gained my one star in kayaking and for the skills section,
I learned about photographic
techniques.
My favourite part was the
expedition when we camped
in the Galloway Forest with
another group from Castle
Douglas.
“Participating in the award
taught me valuable leadership and I gained extra confidence in my abilities. I’m
hoping to go on to do the silver award.”
Adam German, art teacher
acts as group leader for the
awards at the school.
He oversees the pupils as
they take on the different
sections of their award and
organises and runs the allimportant expedition section.
He said: “The scheme gives
candidates the motivation
they might need to get out
there and take part in activities they might not have

otherwise taken on.
“This could be a volunteering role or it could be a sport,
which they wouldn't otherwise
have got into had it not been
part of the physical section.
“As well as the experience
of taking part pupils will benefit from having completed
their award at any level,
bronze, silver or gold.
“It indicates to future
employers or other organisations that here is a person
who wants to get their hands
dirty and get involved in building new skills, having new
adventures and meeting new
people.”

Wettest month on record
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Eskdalemuir Observatory records more than 16 inches of rain
THE weather observatory at
Eskdalemuir has confirmed
that last month was the
wettest February recorded at
the remote station.
The Met Office confirmed
that the station received 418mm
or 16.45 inches of rainfall.
During the month the area
was hit by two storms, Ciara
and Dennis, and Langholm was
issued with flood alerts on both
occasions.
Scotland had its second
wettest February on record, although the north east of the
country found shelter from the
worst of the weather.
Met Office figures showed
only February 1990 had more
rainfall.
February's 275.6mm figure
was 213 per cent above a 1981
to 2010 climate baseline. Only
Wales was wetter in the UK.
The Met Office blamed the
wet weather on the succession
of Atlantic storm systems crossing the UK, including Ciara,
Dennis and Jorge.
Central and southern Scotland
bore much of the brunt of the
worst of Scotland's wet
February weather, with some
areas experiencing more than
three times the usual rainfall.

This included dramatic scenes
in Hawick when parts of a
guest house and restaurant were
caught on film being washed
away in the River Teviot.
It also caused major flooding
to homes in Newcastleton
where 70 or more houses were
inundated after the Liddel Water
burst its banks.
February was also the wettest
February on record for England,
Wales and Northern Ireland.
Over the winter months of
December, January and
February as a whole the picture
for Scotland was replicated,
with the eastern side of the
country drier than average.

Fifth wettest

It was the fifth wettest winter
on record for the UK, going
back to 1862.
A Met Office spokesperson
said: "Since 1998, we have
seen six of the 10 wettest years
on record.
"However, rainfall patterns
in the UK have always shown
a large range of natural variation, which makes it more difficult to unambiguously identify
long-term trends linked to climate change."
Edinburgh and Glasgow both

Flood warnings were issued to residents in George Street during Storms Ciara and Dennis during the area’s wettest February
on record

had more than three times their
usual February rainfall.
The Central Belt cities had
their wettest Februarys on
record, along with Eskdalemuir
in Dumfriesshire, Strathallan
in Perthshire and Tain Range
near the Dornoch Firth.

Aberdeen recorded only a
third more than normal. Most
of the rainfall recorded in the
north east fell on just one day,
February 24.
During the month a powerful
jet stream raged in the sky. The
jet is a fast-moving ribbon of

wind up in the atmosphere,
running west to east in the
northern hemisphere.
The static position and power
of the jet led to a series of
storms moving across the UK,
leaving little respite for areas
which had persistent rain.
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Millions for
roads

RESURFACING and strengthening roads and improving and
extending roadside drainage
are included in Dumfries and
Galloway Council’s budget for
infrastructure schemes in
2020/21.
The communities committee
has approved a three-year programme comprising 2020/21 £9.737m, 2021/22 £9.5m and
2022/23 £9.5m.
Projects in the report include
carriageway surface dressing,
which is the council’s approved
method of slowing down the
deuteriation of pavements and
roads.
Carriageway resurfacing and
strengthening is also in the report, giving councillors details
of the programme of schemes
which will be done to resurface
stretches of the roads maintained by the council.
Road drainage was also approved by the communities
committee, with members given
proposed schemes, during
which drains would be cleaned,
replaced or added in based on
previous inspections and reports
from the public.
Councillor Andy Ferguson,
committee chairman, said: “The
resurfacing element is a great
example of why the public
should report road defects via
our Report It tool on our website.

Special Occasion?.........tell the world!
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Send details to:
eskdaleliddesdale@gmail.com

JENKINS

Kaye and Stephen are proud to announce
the arrival of their first child

OWEN JAMES

Born on 1st August 2019
first grandchild for Jean & Steve and Carol
and Tony. Special thanks to all concerned.

Let us know if you have
something to celebrate.....
Births
Birthdays
Engagements
Graduations
Anniversaries
Passing your Driving Test
..........anything really!

L

Congratulations

ANDREW
BROWN

on passing your
driving test
at last!!
love from
Mum & Dad

Both families are delighted to
announce the engagement of
CARLA JONES & JOHN DEANS
on 1st August 2019
here’s wishing you both all the
love and luck in the world!

drop in to the office
or call us on 013873 80012

Council’s rubbish plan
powers ahead for 2021
Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
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Malawi trip
for Donna

WESTERKIRK Guild members
welcomed Donna Hislop to their
February meeting and enjoyed
a very interesting photographic
account of her recent visit to
Malawi.
Donna, who is a Church of
Scotland youth worker, took
three young people, chosen by
their respective churches of
Moffat, Annan and Carlisle, on
this trip of a lifetime.
Donna was accompanied by
a colleague from Canonbie and
the group enjoyed two weeks
of rewarding fellowship with
this country’s happy and friendly
people.
Margaret Sanderson gave the
vote of thanks and Donna was
invited to join the members in
a delicious supper.
____________________

Windfarm
meeting

A WINDFARM developer is to
give a presentation to
Eskdalemuir community council
next Thursday, March 19.
Community Windpower is
applying to build a windfarm
at Scoop Hill. The discussion
is the first item on the agenda
and the meeting starts at 7pm.
The public are welcome to
attend.
Public exhibitions are in
Moffat town hall on Tuesday,
March 31 from 2pm to 7.30pm;
Johnstonebridge community
centre on Wednesday, April 1
from 11am to 1pm; Boreland
village hall on April 1 from
4pm to 7.30pm; and Wamphray
village hall on Thursday, April
2 from 2pm to 7.30pm.
For more information ring 01928
734544 or email project@
communitywindpower.co.uk
____________________

Town hall
leaking

THE state of the town hall and
the Erskine church are high on
the agenda of Langholm, Ewes
and Westerkirk community
council.
Plans are being drawn up to
hold a ward meeting, with officers involved in maintaining
the church attending.
John Galloway, chairman, is
also concerned about the town
hall and had raised it with Stuart
Hamilton, ward officer.
Mr Galloway said: “We have
more water ingressing into this
room (council chamber) and
it’ll get worse.
“I spoke to Stuart and he was
concerned that he had heard
nothing back from officials.
He’s not getting any updates so
he can’t give us updates.”
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A zero waste park and kerbside collection will be introduced
COUNCILLORS in Dumfries
and Galloway are pushing
ahead with a new waste strategy, including a zero waste
park in Dumfries.
The communities committee
received a comprehensive report
on the progress of the council’s
waste strategy and asked to
agree the continued development
of the park.
There are three main elements
to be developed on the park: a
building to receive the dry
recyclable products; a modern,
safe and efficient household
waste recycling centre to replace
the existing site at Lochar Moss;
and a refuse collection site to
fuel, wash and maintain vehicles.
The report details that the
design of the site is well underway, with the tender due to be
awarded before the end of this
year.
The build will be done in three
phases from January 2021 to
December 2021.
Members were told that a consultation in the form of 16 community conversations were held
in late 2019 and 800 people
attended.
The conversations raised a lot
of valid and important issues

and officers were particularly
pleased with the number of people who turned up.
While concerns were raised,
generally, the feedback on the
proposed collection system was
positive.
Inevitably, there were concerns
about having to accommodate
not one wheelie bin but three
but the simplicity of the system
was seen as a positive.

Recyclates

Those, who felt they could
not accommodate additional bins
or those who currently have
orange sacks provided, were
shown the alternative hessian
bags for dry recyclates.
Other matters raised included
options for green waste collection and the proposed food waste
service being restricted to six
postcode areas.
With respect to food waste,
the decision to avoid the costs
of collecting food waste weekly
around the region reduces the
service delivery costs by an
estimated £800,000.
People at the events understood
the reasons behind providing
glass banks (community bring
sites) rather than a kerbside collection, given the future rollout

Stuart Hamilton and Kevin Brown of Dumfries & Galloway Council

of a deposit return scheme.
Members agreed to the issue
of 44-litre boxes to householders
to aid in the storage and transporting of dry recyclates to
household waste recycling centres ahead of kerbside rollout,
noting that these boxes could
then be used for glass storage.
They agreed wheelie bins for
dry recycling would be given
to all properties which currently
had a wheelie bin and sacks
would be given only to those
who could not accommodate
wheelie bins to minimise col-

lection crew manual handling.
The council decided last October to spend the £8.2m needed
to deliver a compliant waste
collection service, contingent
upon funding commitments from
the Scottish government.

Vehicles

Work to buy 26 refuse collection vehicles and five food waste
vehicles has progressed.
Wheelie bins will also need
to be ordered, given a lead time
for delivery of about six months
and tender documents are cur-

rently being prepared.
While options for nonfossil-fuel vehicles were considered, at this stage in development the technology is not
sufficiently developed to buy
electric or hydrogen-powered
vehicles.
The opening hours of household waste recycling centres
were also discussed.
A saving of more than £50,000
could be made by standardising
opening hours at the centres.
The opening hours underwent
intense public consultation, with
a survey of the public receiving
2,184 responses.
Councillor Andy Ferguson,
committee chairman, said ahead
of the meeting: “This is a detailed report which gives an
update on how the council will
collect, handle and recycle our
residents’ rubbish.
“We are honest enough to hold
up our hands and say we’ve not
got everything spot on with
waste in the past but I have
confidence in the strategy and
the plans for the park.
“I look forward to the project
continuing and a further report
coming before the committee
detailing progress.”

Celebrating World Book Day

LANGHOLM primary school
pupils took part in World Book
day last Thursday when many
classes dressed up as characters
from their favourite books.
The nursery to P6 pupils took part
on Thursday, while P7 dressed up
on Friday because of them being
away on a school trip on the previous day.
Now in its 23rd year, it brings
children of all ages together to
appreciate reading; very loudly and
very happily.

Its main objective in the UK and
Ireland is to encourage children to
explore the pleasures of books and
reading by giving them the
opportunity to have books of their
own.

Many schools, including nurseries
and secondary schools which have
registered to participate, are sent
packs of book tokens and
age-related resource packs.

They are full of ideas and activities,
display material and more information about how to get involved.

P7 pupils at Langholm primary school dress in their pyjamas and onesies for World Book Day

TV advert campaign
promotes the south
Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser • Owned by the Community : Published for the Community

But Langholm group campaign to promote A7 is turned down
national
SCOTLAND’S
tourism agency has launched
a new TV advertising campaign for southern Scotland.
VisitScotland has created three
adverts for Channel 4 to coincide
with the second year of the See
South Scotland campaign.
The partnership will project
southern Scotland onto the small
screen in the organisation’s first
regional TV advertising campaign.
The adverts are now airing on
Channel 4 and More4 and bring
to life the unique experiences
on offer in the Scottish Borders
and Dumfries and Galloway.
The focus is on the themes of
lifestyle, adventure and food
and drink and marks the next
phase in its successful See South
Scotland campaign which
reached a potential global
audience of more than 183 million people in its first year.
Paula Ward, regional leadership director, VisitScotland, said:
“The See South Scotland campaign has been one of firsts for

the national tourism body.
“When we launched the campaign in 2018, it was the first
time that the whole of the south
was promoted as a main holiday
destination on our global digital
marketing channels and, with
this next phase, we are producing
a regional TV advert to be showcased on national TV.

Audience

“This is an exciting time for
the south and, by working with
Expedia, we can reach a large
audience.
“Visitors will be encouraged
to book a trip to the south this
spring by driving them to
Expedia and our dedicated See
South Scotland pages of
VisitScotland.com”
The three 30-second adverts,
which have been created by
Oscar-nominated production
company The Chase, feature
different tourism businesses and
endorsements from those working in the industry in the south.
Scottish Borders businesses

Paula Ward of VisitScotland and Keri Appleford of Expedia launch the See
South Scotland TV ad campaign with Dumfries and Galloway businesses

include The Borders Distillery
in Hawick, Provender restaurant
in Melrose, Abbotsford, the
home of Sir Walter Scott near
Melrose, Cocoa Black, a chocolate boutique in Peebles, and
Rib Rides in St Abbs.
Dumfries and Galloway businesses include The Globe Inn,
Dumfries, Hazel Campbell paint-

ing classes in Kirkcudbright,
Galloway Activity Centre, Peter
Pan Moat Brae and Kirroughtree
7stanes.
John Galloway, who co-owns
Langholm’s Eskdale Hotel and
chairs the Langholm Alliance’s
tourism sub-committee, said he
had not seen the ads yet.
He would not be surprised if

Eskdale wasn’t featured but also
disappointed.
However, he acknowledged
there were a lot of places
in southern Scotland and
VisitScotland would go for
the “big ticket items”, like
Abbotsford and Borders
Distillery.
Mr Galloway said that last
year the tourism sub-committee
had applied, through SURF, to
the VisitScotland growth fund
for a grant to execute the marketing plan for the A7 historic
route.
He said: “They knocked us
back, saying it was not a large
enough area.
“Our project was about properly recognising, developing
and promoting the A7 historic
route which isn’t purely about
Langholm. It encompasses
everything along 68 miles of
the road.
“The group’s objective is to
get more people on to the A7 to
explore southern Scotland.”

Royal jubilee plaque concern
A PLAQUE on a bridge commemorating the Queen’s golden jubilee needs
to be repaired.
Alan Williams, a member of Langholm,
Ewes and Westerkirk community council
highlighted the poor condition of the
plaque at their monthly meeting.
He said: “The plaque on the Jubilee
Bridge, which was opened in 2002 by
the Duke of Gloucester, is weathering
and it’s a shame. It’s not caused by
vandalism.”
He showed them a photo of the plaque
and said: “It’s some sort of metal, I think.
“It’s unfortunate the state that it’s in. I
don’t know who is responsible for it.”
Grace Brown said she had also noticed
that it was deteriorating and had been
for quite a long time.
Councillor Archie Dryburgh said he
would inform the person responsible for
bridges in Annandale and Eskdale to
see what could be done.
The wording on the plaque on the Jubilee Bridge over the River Esk is hardly legible after years of wear

IN BRIEF
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Tea, cakes
music and
singing

LANGHOLM Social Club
hosted an over 65s’ party and
a feast of entertainment was
prepared for those who braved
the weather.
Kenneth Pool was master
of ceremonies and, having
welcomed everybody in from
the cold, introduced the Toon
Band to kick off proceedings.
They played a fine mixture
of tunes, including the
Proclaimers’ 500 Miles to set
the feet tapping and set the
atmosphere, despite a minor
lighting issue which was soon
fixed after barman Eddie
Fisher switched on the lights.
Kenneth introduced the
inimitable Billy Young, aka
(Will I AM), who gave a fine
rendition of Moon River from
Breakfast at Tiffany’s, after
which a selection of cakes
and biscuits, served with tea
and coffee, were enjoyed.
The stronger stuff was available from the bar.
The club would like to
express its sincere thanks to
both the Co-op and Johnny
Ritchie for their kind donations of eats.
Will I AM returned after
the short interlude, this time
accompanied by the Bon
Accords, and gave a wonderful performance of Danny
Boy followed by the Rodgers
& Hammerstein classic Oh
What A Beautiful Morning.
At 3pm prompt Kenneth
introduced the Pipe Band into
the grand arena and they
played a varied array of wonderful Scots tunes and, of
course, the popular Highland
Cathedral.
The Bon Accords finished
the afternoon’s entertainment.
Deryn and Robin are always
well received wherever they
play and they provided a fine
ending to the musical entertainment.
Kenneth rounded off with
the closing goodbyes, wishing
everyone well before he was
thanked by the club chairman
for his excellent hosting
before extending thanks to
committee members Christine, Avril, Kate and Neil for
services in the kitchen and
around the tables.
The club would like to thank
all the entertainers who gave
their free time to provide a
wee afternoon of pleasure for
some of our senior citizens.
Social Club membership is
now due and can be paid
behind the bar or contact Avril
Grieve.
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A new vision for moors

Paper sets out how moorlands can tackle climate and biodiversity crises

SCOTLAND’S Moorland Forum has published a new vision for moorlands.
The country’s collective voice
for moorlands launched Valuing
Scotland’s Moorlands, a unique
and, in many ways, groundbreaking paper which, for the
first time, offers a cross-sector
consensual view.
The 27 organisations making
up the forum have set out how
moorland habitats, as part of a
diverse uplands, can contribute
to tackling the climate emergency and the biodiversity crisis
and continue their vital role in
the rural economy.
The paper points the way towards integrating habitats and
management and suggests policy
reforms for land use and management support.
Hugh Raven, chairman, said:
“We’ve developed this paper
because our moorland managers
are being asked to deliver many
vital and diverse outcomes.
Moorland has a crucial role
in climate stability, flood regulation, water quality, wildlife
abundance and retaining a work-

VALUING Scotland’s Moorlands sets out in some detail
the case for their value as
part of a diverse upland landscape which delivers a range
of benefits to society.
“It indicates the nature of a
future policy framework to support integrated, sustainable land
use and management.
The habitats have intrinsic
value and value in their use.
The forum is interested in how
other land uses such as forestry
can interact with the management of these habitats in a positive way.
How these habitats are managed in the future will be crucial

ing population in upland and
often very remote rural areas.
This is a tough circle to square.
“We focus on the many issues
which make such integration
possible.

Benefits

“Our latest publication brings
those thoughts together, depicting a future where multiple benefits are supported by both public and private investment.
“We now look to work with
the government to realise our
vision and take forward our call
to explore, trial and demonstrate
fully-integrated approaches and
the options which might fund
them.
He added: “One of the things
the forum does well is openly
explore issues and build consensus.
“Valuing Scotland’s Moorlands
represents one important success
of that approach.
“We hope it will give the government a valuable and important contribution to developing
future land use and management
policy.”

in helping address the ongoing
climate emergency and biodiversity crisis.
Well-managed and diverse
moorland habitats contribute to
climate and water regulation
and improved water quality and
support important and rare
species.
These habitats can also produce high-quality, low-density
game and outdoor-reared livestock.
They provide open space
which offers opportunities for
enjoyment of the outdoors and
benefits physical and mental
health. They are vital to the
tourism industry.
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Town Band over the moon

ALL good things come to those who wait as Langholm
Town Band discovered when they performed at the
Scottish championships last Saturday.
At the competition in Perth
the band finished runner-up to
Croy Silver in the third section
of the championships.
They were drawn band number
two and took to the stage under
Chris Shanks, musical director,
to play Endurance by Andrew
Baker.
The test piece composed for
this year’s regional championships told the story of Ernest
Shackleton's ill-fated trip to
cross the Antarctic from sea to
sea via the South Pole.
The music conveys the bleakness of the location and the terrible hardships the explorers
endured after their ship
Endurance became stuck and
was crushed by the sea ice in

the Southern Ocean.
With Saturday’s result,
the band has qualified
for the National Brass Band
Championships of Great Britain
in Cheltenham in late
September.

205 years

It marks the first time in the
205-year history of the band
that it has qualified to play in
the third section national finals.
The occasion will mark the
band’s third attendance at the
national finals after appearances
in the fourth section national
championships in Hammersmith
Town Hall in London in 1964
and in the Harrogate International Centre in 2010.

All smiles. Langholm Town Band outside Perth Concert Hall where they attained second place in the Scottish Championships

The band has waited 10 years
for this moment and, over this
time, it has performed consistently, allowing it to maintain
its position towards the top of
the section.

Hugh Raven, chairman of Scotland’s Moorland Forum, launches Valuing
Scotland’s Moorlands, a new paper focusing on their future use

Dedication

The Tarras Water is part of a proposal for a community buy-out of
Langholm Moor from Buccleuch, the current landowner

Michael Cubbon, Naomi Brotherston and Glen Laidlaw with the cup

The Langholm Moor, including Castle Craigs, has great cultural and historical significance to the people of the town through the Common Riding

THE benefits, which come from
moorland habitats, exist only
if the vegetation, soils and water
are healthy. This is what is
meant by well-managed moorland.
From this point of view these
habitats need people to manage
them in a sustainable manner.
If they are to get the best from
moorland habitats, it is important

moorland managers are skilled
and recognised for following best
practice. This, in turn, ensures
long-term jobs which contribute
to viable rural communities.
“The best examples of moorland habitats are iconic, signature
landscapes which deliver
important outcomes for society
but they can be vulnerable to
poorly-planned, land-use change.
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The forum supports land use
change when it is beneficial
and it’s not suggesting that all
moor and hill should be sacrosanct.
It would wish to ensure landuse change is planned in such a
way that good examples of
moorland habitats are not lost
because of fragmentation and
other pressures brought about

by changes to neighbouring
land.
It is vital to explore, trial and
demonstrate fully-integrated
approaches and the options
which might fund them.
Wading birds such as curlew,
lapwing, oystercatcher, red and
greenshank, snipe and golden
plover, which are dramatically
declining, breed successfully on

The band members are understandably delighted with the
result and particularly happy
for Chris and a just reward for
his dedication and guidance.
Chris makes the journey from
Cambuslang to Langholm for
rehearsals most Friday evenings.
He continues to play at the
top level with both the Whitburn
Band and the Salvation Army

band in Bellshill as well as making trips around the country
with the Household Troops Band
of the Salvation Army.
The British Bandsman commentary on the performance
overall said: "A very fine effort,
indeed.
“This is very good piece of
music but a real challenge for
their section.

Marker

“Langholm were smart where
they needed to be and opened
up when they could. A marker.”
And from All4Brass: "Good
stuff. I do like how Chris Shanks

Kevin Cumming launched Wild Eskdale, a Langholm Initiative eco-tourism
project, in 2018 with a special event for Canonbie schoolchildren

open moorland habitats.
Some raptor species such as
hen harriers and merlin favour
moorland and their long-term
survival is very much linked to
retaining moorland habitats.
Hen harriers like areas of older
degenerating heather to nest in.
They are an important part of
Scotland’s biodiversity and
many people visit the outdoors

to delight in seeing them.
A well-managed, diverse
moorland is beautiful, interesting
and accessible. They have a
great deal of cultural and historic
significance and are attractive
places to enjoy the outdoors.
More information, including
a full list of members, is at
www.moorlandforum.org.uk

Jacqueline Elliot, Nicole Weatherstone and Christine Calvert
are chuffed to bits with their second place win

Josh Calvert, Amanda Hodgson, Rachael Young
and David Calvert

has framed this piece.
“Details are shining through;
it isn’t 100 per cent but it does
have a feel of class.
“Careful not to lose a little
tuning at the big moment near
the end. Final big crescendo is
nice and the final chord is pretty
perfect. Good stuff guys – really
well done."

Amazing achievement
for Bob

 LAST Wednesday members celebrated Bob Laidlaw’s
65 years in the band.
Eric Hislop, chairman, spoke about Bob’s long service before
Chris Shanks presented Bob with an award from the Scottish
Brass Band Association.
Fellow band member David Calvert presented Bob with a
photo canvas highlighting some memories of Bob’s time with
the band.
To have played 65 years with the same band is quite some
achievement and is rare.
The town band has three players who have reached this
milestone: Bob, David Calvert and Ian Hotson.
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100 years: Canonbie Man Suffocated in a Sanquhar Pit.

Langholm with the Lid Off
We continue our serialisation of Wattie Bell’s book.

Cloggers and Cobblers

There were quite a few
cloggers in Langholm in the
early 1920’s including Jim
“Tikpa” Ellis in Henry Street
- because he couldn’t speak
properly due to measles in his
childhood and now called a
sixpence “Tikpa” and Billy
McVittie in John Street who in
his youth had played forward
for South of Scotland at rugby
and could “coup” (overturn) a
scrum by himself. Then there
was old “Hoolie” down the
“Straits”, near to where the
petrol pumps are now. He was
next door to Jackie Lykle (Little) the barber where men could
get a shave with an open razor
and a hot bath for one shilling
and thruppence. As a matter of
interest Jackie’s sister Oriel
married Robbie Wilson of the
one leg fame. But the clogger
that
I
remember best lived further up
John Street on the opposite side
to Billy McVittie.

Escapology

Although I can’t remember his
name, I remembered him
vividly. He was a very old man
with grey hair and almost bent
double as he leaned on a walking stick and I remember him
for one incident only. It was a
Common Riding day in the
1920’s and I was going home
for “me denner” carrying my

heather besom when I espied
this huge man stripped to the
waist standing in front of the
Post Office (now Bill Barbour’s) He had a large slab of
sandstone and a 10lb sledge
hammer and ropes and chains.
(I know now that he was a chap
from Hawick that went round
the Border Common Ridings
doing escapology. I think his
name was Oliver but I am not
sure). Anyway, Oliver put his
cap on the ground for a collection and began shouting to
attract a crowd.

Blood

He then bought Common
Riding ribbons with a safety pin
attached from a street vendor.
He then pinned the ribbons to
his naked flesh and I watched
aghast as the blood ran down
his magnificent chest. Standing
behind Oliver in fact leaning on
the corner as he always did
when not working was the old
cobbler. The old cobbler told
Oliver to clear off and not
make a disturbance but Oliver
wouldn’t and swore at the old
man. Oliver lay on his back and
supported the sandstone on his
chest and challenged anyone to
smash the stone. Although a
crowd had gathered no one
would do it until some drunks
staggered across from the
Crown Hotel. Now this was a
very dangerous situation. As
you know. We are now told not

to drink and drive but fortunately they got the stone
smashed without hitting Oliver
in the face. Oliver’s next trick
was to ask any of the crowd to
tie him up and he would escape.
That couldn’t have been
Oliver’s day because a sailor
staggered out of the Crown and
tied Oliver’s ankles together.

Staggered

He then tied his wrists together
behind his back and attached
them to his ankles. The sailor
then took the chain and attached one end to his wrists and
put the chain round Oliver’s
neck then attached the other
end to his wrists and staggered
off. Oliver couldn’t move and
after some ten minute the
crowd dispersed. Only me and
the old man were left. Oliver
began to groan and say “Get me
out”. The old cobbler stepped
forward and leaning over to
Oliver asked “are you sure you
can’t get out?” “Honestly”
replied Oliver “you’ve got to
help me”. With that the old cobbler stepped back, grasped his
walking stick and gave Oliver
the biggest thrashing I have
ever seen then hurried off down
John Street. Fortunately for
Oliver the police arrived soon
after and released him.

The Keep Fit Ladies class on a night out to the Lighthouse at Bothel in March 1970 are
Back row L-R: Anne Paisley, May Wylie, Elma Little Jean Erskine, Gracie Lamont, Margaret Little, Betty Edgar, Janet Irving, Nina Bell.
Middle Row L-R are Linda Roddick, ?, Aline Jamieson, Nessie Jeffrey, Helen Fisher, Janet Walton, Irene Irving,
Winnie Armstrong, Mary Scott, Helen Smith, Alix Stevenson, Margaret Dunn.
Front Row seated L-R: Rita Dalgliesh, May George, Janice Cook, Marilyn Boustead, Jessie Martin

On Tuesday morning a sad occurrence took place at the Tower Mine of the Sanquhar and
Kirkonnel Collieries resulting in the death of a miner, William Murray, age 40 year of age, who
resided in Crawick Village. The deceased was working on the night shift, and the accident which
ended his life took place about 6 o’clock in the morning, just as he was about to finish up before
proceeding home. He had fired a round of shots, and apparently has gone back to the “face” to
see the result before the fumes had cleared away. He was found shortly afterwards by James
Cockburn, pump attendant, lying near the “face” apparently suffocated. Cockburn carried
Murray to where the air was purer and further assistance was soon at hand. Artificial respiration
was tried unsuccessfully and Dr Dunlop, Sanquhar, who was summoned, pronounced life
extinct. The deceased, who was a native of Canonbie, and a son of the late William Murray,
Forgebraehead, was a man of quiet nature and was much respected in the community. He leaves
a widow and four young children, to whom the sympathy of the district is extended in their sad
and sudden bereavement.

80 years: Langholm Old Town Bowling Club

Successful Function. A most enjoyable Military Whist Drive and Dance under the auspices of
Langholm Old Town Bowling Club took place in the Eskdale Hotel on Friday evening, the proceeds being devoted to local Red Cross Funds. The function commenced with whist, under the
direction of Mr. David Edgar, twenty-four tables being filled. At the conclusion of play the company enjoyed an excellent supper, the tables for which, were supplied by various ladies connected with the Club, and Mr A.B. Neill, president, afterwards extending a welcome to those
present, complimented the Club on it’s activities, and thanked all who helped to make the
evening a success. The prizes were then presented to the whist winners by Mrs. C. Constable,
wife of the Vice President. The following were the prize winners: - 1, Mr and Mrs A. B Neill
and Provost and Mrs. Bell; consolation:- Messrs W. Potts, J. Collins, R Rae and W Edgar. About
200 people attended the dance, which followed, the music supplied by Bells Band, Penton,
being very commendable. Spot dance prizes were won during the evening by Miss V Armstrong
and M Ewart and Miss H Cormack and Pte. A Corrie. The M.C’s for the dance were Messrs D
Edgar and R Imrie.

50 years: The English Kirk

Our query this week comes from a reader who wishes to know when the Episcopol Church was
built in Langholm Lodge grounds. To successive generations of Langholm people this place of
worship has always been known as “The English Kirk”, a private chapel belonging to His Grace
the Duke of Buccleuch, which was opened for public worship, “according to the Order, Rites and
Ceremonies of the Episcopal Church of Scotland” in September, 1883. The first Chaplain was
the Rev. P.S Lockton, M.A., and the duties of organist were ably performed for the long period of
forty years by Mr. John Beattie, an accomplished musician, a native of Langholm, who was totally blind and who was known locally as “Blin Joon”. Incidentally, three years after it’s opening
there was placed in this chapel a handsome brass cross and candlesticks, presented by his Oxford
friends, in memory of the Earl of Dalkeith, who met his tragic death while deer-stalking in the
Highlands on 7th September, 1886 and when his father and mother were staying at Langholm
Lodge.

25 years: Off to Murrayfield

A coachload of Mini/Midi’s left Langholm on Saturday morning full of expectations for their
visit to Murrayfield. Their excitement was well justified as the Scottish team rose to the occasion
after a slow start to deservedly defeat of Wales. One of the supporters, 13-year-old Gordon Rae
was on his seventh visit whilst some of the squad were there for the first time. Gordon told the
E&L “It was a good match and my star players were Stuart Campbell, Eric Peters, Kenny Logan
and captain Gavin Hastings. We kicked some great penalties. “My most exciting moment was the
first try scored by Eric Peters.”

Colin Davidson, Niall Cubbon, Alan Hislop, Kevan Grieve and James Sagar wait to board the coach to
Murrayfield to see their rugby heroes in action in 1995

Scintillating silk collages
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A STUNNING selection of
collages
by
renowned
Dumfriesshire artist Denise
Zygadlo is on show in The
Look Out in Langholm.
The exhibition is hosted by
OutPost Arts in its High Street
hub and includes two striking
cloth images in the shop’s front
windows as well as a collection
of paper-cut collages.
Denise, who lives in Auldgirth
near Dumfries, recently began
making collages, having previously done drawing, printing,
performance and installation.
At college she trained in
printed textile design and
worked in a number of design
studios before moving from
London to Dumfries in 1980.
When she restarted working
after having children, she went
back into the same line of work
with an agent in Manchester
but it didn’t work out.
Denise said: “I was really too
out of touch and it was just not
viable. Someone said “why not
do your own art work?” and I
thought “yes, I could”.
“I was producing stuff in black
and white but, later on, I discovered Image Maker, a product
which no longer exists. It was
what children used to produce
images on T-shirts.
“I thought it was something I
could do and I started using it,
although it takes forever, and I
did it for a long time.”
The relationship between the
body and cloth is the main focus
of her work and she explores
this through drawing and collage, incorporating transfer
images of photocopies of her
own wrapped body.
She started by creating a series
of heads and then thought that,

if she could do heads, she could
do whole bodies.
She added: “It looked a bit
like a cave painting when it
dried out. It was very tedious
to do but I got used to it. It’s
like a thin layer of plastic so
has that stiffness like you get
on a T-shirt transfer.”
She gets her images digitally
printed on to sheer silk at the
Glasgow School of Art. This
process has enabled her to be
much more creative.
The collages in this exhibition
are created using ready-made
images and putting together the
colours.

Surreal

She said: “There is surrealism
in there; I think collage almost
inevitably is surreal.
“It all started when I worked
with another artist Amy Marletta,
the director of Upland.
“She had worked in collage
but not for a while so I suggested
we do some together and show
them to each other.
“Suddenly, we had a bunch of
stuff and there was an opportunity for a show at The Oven in
Dumfries.
“This was followed by another
at Thomas Tosh in Thornhill
and at the Museum of Model
Art in Sanquhar, part of the
Merz Gallery.”
Coming Up For Air, this current show, is also the name of
one of her collages.
Denise said: “Coming Up For
Air is quite evocative. It kind
of describes where I’m at and
starting new things.”
Denise is a fan of Hannah
Hőch, a surrealist collage artist
who worked in Berlin in the
Weimar period between the wars.

Denise named her first exhibition Fantasm after a series of
collages by Hőch.
Another show, Stubborn
Grace, was inspired by Claude
Cahun, whose work, Denise
said, “knocked her out”.
She has also collaborated with
the Merz Gallery to create artworks out of two vintage caravans based on Hannah Hőch
and Kurt Schwitters, an early
20th century German artist.
Denise said: “I made collages
for the cupboards, fabrics and
curtains and a doll called Lady
Dada.
“The caravans will be open
in the spring and people can
stay there. A lot of walkers and
cyclists go through the area.”
Denise also shows her work
in Arusha Gallery, Edinburgh
and the Scottish Society of
Artists as a professional member.

Masterclass

Denise will host a Collage
Masterclass workshop at The
Look Out on Saturday, March
28 from 10am to 1pm.
Inspired by her solo exhibition,
Coming up for Air, Denise will
discuss her own creative processes, then lead the group in
an active learning session.
Using a mixture of reference
and arts materials, participants
will create original mixed media
pieces of their own.
All materials and refreshments
provided. The cost is £25.
Book via eventbrite link below
or via OutPost Arts.
Email:
hello@outpostarts.co.uk
www.outpostarts.co.uk/denisezygadlo.

Denise Zygadlo

Coming up for air

Zygadlo collage

Bodies on Silk
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Spring, in theory anyway

A March update from E&L gardening columnist Helen Knowles
SPRING has sprung or, at
least,
meteorological
spring, which started on
March 1, and for a couple
of days last week it really
did feel as though warmer
days were here to stay.
Astronomical spring doesn’t
start until March 20 this year
but, hopefully, we won’t have
to wait until then to enjoy
more sunny days.
It was so warm and still
last week that the honey
bees ventured out of their
hive for the first time this
year and it was wonderful
to hear them buzzing about
the garden as they visited
the snowdrops, crocus, hellebores and pulmonaria.
Now that the snowdrop
flowers are starting to fade,
it’s time to lift, divide and
replant some of the clumps
that have become congested. Separating the bulbs
and replanting in groups of
five or so works really well
and they soon bulk up.

Trowel

Plant them nice and deep;
at least twice the depth of
the bulb is recommended
but I usually put them in to
the depth of a trowel blade.
Once again, the ground is
saturated and it’s really not
ideal for doing any digging
but there is so much work
to be done in the garden.
Using boards to get about
on the borders minimises
soil compaction and means
you can still get on with the
jobs which need doing now.
Old, congested clumps of

Crocus

hardy perennials are just
starting to come back into
growth and this is a perfect
time to divide them.
Dividing and replanting
now gives the plants
the whole growing season
to re-establish.
Some plants are really easy
to split, the clumps coming
apart with little effort but others, such as hostas, can be
really tough.

Hostas

I’ve tried the two forks backto-back technique with little
success, preferring instead
to use an old bread knife to
slice up the plants or, in the
case of really large hostas,
using a spade.
There is plenty of work to
be done elsewhere, with
seeds to sow, seedlings to
prick out and pot on and
stem cuttings to take.
My second attempt at leeks
worked really well. The fresh
seed germinated within a
couple of days and the
seedlings have now been
potted on individually and
are in a warm section of the
greenhouse to keep them
growing on.
The failure of the first sowing was a good lesson. I
hang onto packets of seed
for far too long and waste
time and compost sowing
old seed which is no longer
viable.
Many of the hardy perennials, which are coming into
growth now, and some tender plants such as dahlias,
can be propagated really

Nepeta (catmint) and Hawkweed

easily at this time of year
from stem cuttings.
Taken now, they will root
very quickly and the resulting
young plants will be ready
to plant in the garden this
summer.
If you’ve never tried it before,
start with something which

roots easily such as nepeta
(catmint) or penstemon.
I find that a mix of vermiculite
with a little compost added
to it works very well. It’s very
free draining which stops the
cuttings from rotting.
Apart from that and a sharp
pair of secateurs or knife for

Hosta

preparing the cuttings, you
don’t really need anything
else and it’s a great way to
produce more plants to fill
the spaces in your pots or
borders.
If you’re looking for garden
inspiration, you will find
plenty at the Cumbria Life

Home & Garden Show at
Rheged.
The event runs from tomorrow until Sunday and
has a great line-up of exhibitors, talks and workshops. Maybe I’ll see you
there.
____________________
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A spectacular rainbow captured over Hermitage Castle by Nigel Fawkes
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...restaurants...film...theatre...music...activities...travel...

journey of three friends two drag queens and a
transgender woman across the Australian outback in their bus, named
Priscilla.
Venue
Joe McFadden, the winSands Centre, Carlisle
ner of Strictly in 2017,
gave a super perforReviewer:
mance in the lead role
as Tick, with impressive
Judith Johnson,
singing and dancing,
Langholm
while Nick Hayes and
Miles Western as Adam/
HAVING seen Priscilla Felicia and Bernadette
Queen of the Desert in the respectively brought humour
West End a few years ago, and pathos in equal meaI was lucky enough to sures.
attend the opening night
Priscilla is a jukebox musical
of the touring show at the
which incorporates some of
Sands Centre on Monday. the best disco and dance
I went along with an open songs from the 20th century,
mind and came away with a including Hot Stuff, I Will
warm heart.
Survive, and Finally, someBased on the 1994 Oscar- times sung by the Queens
winning film, this iconic, themselves, and other times
smash-hit musical, a collab- mimed.
The band was out of view
oration between Mark
but
gave an excellent rendiGoucher
and
Jason
Donovan, took us on the epic tion of some 20 plus toe-

Show Review :
PRISCILLA,
Queen of the Desert

tapping numbers.
The costumes, with their
dazzling rainbow of colours,
marabou feathers, sequins
and glitter galore, are delicious.
My particular favourites
were the cute cakes in the
MacArthur Park routine.
The staging was impressive
for a touring set, although
once or twice the stage crew
were visible while moving
pieces, which could easily
have been choreographed
into the cast numbers.
Maybe this was a symptom
of the first night in a new
venue.
Even though the original
motion picture was released
in 1994, the underlying message still rings true.
Priscilla is a heartwarming
tale of courage, acceptance
and the magic of new beginnings. What a wonderful
experience to have on a wet
Monday in March.

Priscilla is a heartwarming tale of courage, acceptance and the magic of new beginnings.
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M Job
Name

Liz Smith

Job Title
Post Office
Counter Assistant
Employer
Andrew Scott

Where did you go to school/
college/university: Eaglesfield
Primary
School,
Lockerbie
Academy, Dumfries College

Take us through a typical day at
work:
My working day starts at 6.30am
when my first duty, after unlocking
the premises, is to collect the day’s
delivery of newspapers from the
storage area, check the number
delivered against the delivery note
before sorting them into the delivery
routes and writing the customer’s
name in the top corner.
We have four routes: 2 are delivered by the paper boys and the
two rural routes are delivered by
the post personnel.
The rest of the papers are sold in
the shop but about 15 of these are
collected and need to be segregated and named accordingly.
On average, this process will take
between 30 and 45 minutes depending upon the paper publishing

cycles.
Milk is delivered twice a week.
This needs checking against the
delivery note and placed into the
fridge, not forgetting to bring the
older milk to the front.
Bread is delivered on a daily basis
which, again, needs to be checked
against the delivery note and customer orders segregated before
placing the bread on the shelves
for sale.
My next job is to switch on the
power supply to the till and lottery
terminals and log into the lottery
and post office computer systems.
Each person working in the post
office has their own unique login
and password.
The shop opens at 8am and my
day is mainly spent serving customers in either the shop or the
post office.
The post office duties involve selling stamps, mobile phone top-ups,
electricity key top-ups and postal
orders. We also process bill payments and road fund licences.
Any parcels, recorded and special
deliveries or letters too large for
the letterbox, which are unable to
be delivered by the post personnel
and returned, are held in the post
office for a minimum of 18 days for
the customer to come and collect
them.
Mail sacks of letters, first and
second class, large letters and
parcels are gathered together for
collection by the Royal Mail collection vehicle twice a day, together
with a computer-generated list of
any special and recorded delivery
items which are handed to the
agent and signed for. The post
office keeps a copy for its records.
The post office also provides
banking services for most banks.

Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
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This includes deposit, withdrawal,
and balance enquiries.
General housekeeping duties such
as cleaning, stacking shelves,
sweeping and mopping the floor
are undertaken during the day.
At the end of the day a sales
report is requested from the computer to identify all sales during
that day.
Two small reports are requested
from the lottery computer to identify
the number of sales and amount
of prize money paid out.
On the post office side I request
two reports for cash balance purposes. The cash in the till is checked
against the report to ensure it balances.

What do you like most about the
job:
The job is varied and I meet a
variety of different people from the
village, surrounding area and visitors to the area.
I enjoy helping people and often
assist with packing the bags for
our elderly customers and taking
their shopping to the car for them.
I enjoy offering customers the
most cost-effective solution for their
needs and the challenge this presents for me.
Being unable to provide help and
advice to customers is not in my
vocabulary and I frequently rise to
the challenges this brings.
Being involved in something which
is central to the community is very
important and rewarding to me.
Why did you want to do this job:
It wasn’t until the opportunity arose
that I fully realised my potential
and embraced the challenge to
provide a service in the community
which I am very happy to do.

Liz Smith will help you with your requirements at Canonbie Post Office

What qualifications or experiences are required:
One of the main requirements for
this post is that you have to be
numerate, confident in dealing with
money and capable of balancing
tills.
Attention to detail is extremely
important as are communication
skills. Confidence is an asset, as

E&L Advertising

LANGHOLM SHOW

SSR CAR CARRIERS LTD

Nationwide vehicle collection and delivery

Permanent Self-employed Trade Plate/Transporter Drivers

Location: Rowanburn, Canonbie ● Salary/Rate: up to £500/week self-employed
We are currently looking for drivers in and around this area to deliver and collect cars throughout the
country. Experience is not essential, but applicants should display a professional manner, have good
customer service skills,a UK driving licence with no more than 6 points.
We offer:
● Training courses for the loading of vehicles and the use of the software, immediate start
● Competitive rates of pay and bonuses on certain collections.
● Weekly Pay
● Regular full-time or Part time work, not seasonal
● Company uniform
Applicants must:
● Be over 25 for insurance purposes
● Hold a UK Licence for more than 2 years (EU Licence is not accepted)
● Have no more than 6 points on their licence
● No motoring bans on your licence within the past 5 years and no DVLA codes: DR10 and TT99
● Access to suitable off-road parking i.e. garage/driveway preferred but not essential
● A good knowledge of the UK Road systems and a good geographical understanding
As part of our recruitment process, we undergo internet searches regarding the applicant. We undertake
these checks in line with our recruitment policy and privacy notice (more information can be provided on
request). If, in the case of information being found as a result of a search this information will be made
available and the applicant will have the right to respond.
SSR CAR CARRIERS LTD is an equal opportunities employer
PLEASE EMAIL CV TO ssrcarcarriers@gmail.com. We will get back to you if you fit the criteria

is patience. Knowledge of key performance indicators is an advantage.
What advice would you give to
anyone wanting to do this job: You
need good communication skills
which include the ability to listen
and decipher exactly what the customer needs. Confidence is an
advantage, as is tolerance.

The Eskdale Agricultural Society

is looking to fill the following position:

To
advertise
in the
E&L
Advertiser
please call

013873
80012

OVERALL SECRETARY
For more information, please contact
Michelle Jardine on 07894 985703
or Allison Coates 07740 719398

E&L JOBS
advertise in the E & L Advertiser
you’ll be surprised
how little it costs

Reivers ride again

Hawick Reivers Festival brings to life the 16th century in the Borderlands later this month

STEP back in time to the
mid-16th century when the
Borderlands were an area
of constant feuding, when
loyalties were to kinship
rather than king and country and when Reiving was
a means of survival.
Through music, drama and
re-enactments experience
what life was really like for
the men and women in the
Border Marches.
Hawick Reivers Festival,
which runs from Friday,
March 27 to Sunday, March
29, will help visitors and
townsfolk to experience and
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explore and will endeavour
to explain day-to-day life in
this violent and turbulent
period of history.
Fiercely-loyal and independent, hard-working and prepared to fight for what they
believed in, these folk of the
1500s did much to shape
the character of the modernday Borderers.
The weekend kicks off
with two Ghost Walks
on Friday evening and a
Reivers Concert with Charlie
McKerron, Sandy Brechin
and Brian O’Headhra, three
of Scotland’s finest musi-

cians.
Saturday is packed with
activities, including the 16th
century market, a Reivers
encampment, a Reivers procession and opening ceremony, the primary school
Reivers games, school
Reiver plays, the torchlight
procession, fireworks display
and Reivers banquet.
There is also a talk by
Hawick
Archaeological
Society and The Broken
Band, a play by Two Rivers
Theatre.
The market includes
Reivers trials and games,

live entertainment, traders’
stalls and family history stalls.
The encampment will have
a full programme of reenactments, including displays of musket drills, handto-hand skirmishes and mock
battles with displays of life in
the 16th century Borderlands.
The re-enactment groups
include the Teviotdale Steel
Bonnets, Living History
Ireland and The Best Of
Times, The Worst Of Times.
The Hawick Archaeological
Society lecture is There’s
Blood in the War Saddle by
John Watson.
The Broken Band is based
on September 10, 1513,
the day after the Battle of
Flodden. Four survivors are
brought together by chance
in a ruined sheiling close to
the border.
But, instead of uniting in
the face of danger, they remain divided by mistrust and
conflict between themselves.
The torchlight procession
leaves the Common Haugh
car park at 6.45pm, followed
by fireworks at 7.30pm in
Wilton Lodge Park.
Sunday begins with The
History of the Turnbull Clan
and the works of Dr Michael
Robson, a talk by Fiona
Turnbull.
This is followed by Alistair
Cunningham’s talk, The
Rutherfords: A Riding Family
of the Middle March, and
The Buccleuch Regiment at
the Siege of Grolle – 1627
by Derek Stewart.
For more details go to
www.hawickreivers.com

Recorder music
soars with Tabea

Tabea Debus plays recorder with lute player Alex McCartney

TABEA Debus, described
by Classic FM as challenging perceptions of the
instrument, is constantly
exploring the horizons of
music for recorder and has
performed widely in
Europe, Asia and the USA.
Highlights include recitals
at
Wigmore
Hall,
Konzerthaus Vienna, the
Schleswig
Holstein,
Edinburgh International,
Musica Antiqua Bolzano and
York Early Music Festivals.
She has collaborated with
Iestyn Davies, Rachel
Podger, Lawrence Cummings, the Dunedin Consort
and English Concert.
Lute player Alex McCartney
has a busy performing schedule which takes him to concert halls around the world.
Alex is a BBC Introducing

artist and regularly performs
on BBC Radio 3.
He specialises in chamber
music, performing recitals
and accompanying artists
such as Iestyn Davies,
Ensemble Libro Primo
(Sabine Stoffer), Ensemble
Marsyas (Peter Whelan),
Monica Huggett, Bojan Cicic,
Tabea Debus and Poeticall
Musicke.
They are appearing at
Annan Academy on Friday,
March 20 at 7.30pm as part
of the Absolute Classics
series.
In the programme are
Telemann, Sonata in C major;
Telemann, Fantasia per il
Flauto senza Basso No1;
Howard, Two and a half minutes to midnight; Weiss, Suite
No13 in D; and Bach, Suite
in C Minor BWV 997.

Quarter of a century of Foo Fighters Musical birthday
WORLD-FAMOUS tribute band UK Foo Fighters take
their audiences on a journey spanning 25 years of
music from the now legendary band Foo Fighters and
their charismatic leader, Dave Grohl.
UK Foo Fighters have built an incredible reputation over
the last 12 years, heralded by Dave Grohl himself and celebrated as the tribute to the Foos in a 2017 BBC documentary
called UK Foo Fighters - My Hero.
They nail the true vibe of a Foo’s live experience, all performed down to the closest detail, making it a truly unmissable
show for any rock music fan.
They are at the Old Fire Station, Carlisle this Saturday.
HAYSEED Dixie was formed in the summer of 2000 on the
front porch of a cabin in the Appalachian Mountains of East
Tennessee. The rest of the world first got a taste of the boys
on April 17, 2001 with the release of their first album, A
Hillbilly Tribute To AC/DC.
They play the Old Fire Station next Wednesday.

Tribute band UK Foo Fighters play in Carlisle this Saturday

BEETHOVEN 2020: The
Next Generation is a series
of concerts celebrating the
250th anniversary of the
birth of Beethoven.
The
Royal
Northern
Sinfonia is performing the
nine symphonies which
changed the course of classical music, works which still
inspire young conductors and
composers today.
The next concert is in St
Cuthbert's church, Carlisle
next Wednesday, March 18.
The
Royal
Northern

Sinfonia will be conducted
by Marta Gardolinska.
The orchestra will play
Beethoven Symphony No2;
Nora Marazaite, New
Commission; and Beethoven
Symphony No5.
The humorous Symphony
No2, smiling throughout with
defiant vitality, starkly contrasts with the cornerstone
which is Beethoven's fifth.
Experience the composer's
response to increasing deafness and surrounding political
turmoil.

VOLUNTEER AT THE UK’S BIGGEST MUSIC FESTIVALS
Be a part of the onsite team at over 30 music festivals throughout the UK.
Save the ticket price and be a part of the team with Festaff.
Make the most of your summer. For more info and to apply visit......

www.festaff.co.uk
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LOCAL

NOTICEBOARD
Eskdale
Agricultural Society

SO U P&
SWEET
LUNCH

in the
Masonic Social Club
Langholm
Sunday 15th March
12pm-2pm

LOCAL NOTICEBOARD
Advertise on the
NOTICEBOARD
this size 5cm x 2col
only

£20

Gilnockie Tower
and the

Clan Armstrong Centre
Open to March 2020
11am to 3pm - 7 days

Walk with the Esk Valley
Border Reivers!

www.eladvertiser.co.uk

WHAT’S ON IN ESKDALE & LIDDESDALE
Thurs 12th
12th - 31st

MARCH

LLAG’s Tasting evening of Gin, Whisky & Vodka presented
Newcastleton Village Hall 7.30pm
by Hawick Distilery

Art Exhibition by Grahame Young

Welcome to Langholm Hub 10-2. Sat 11-1

Cheese & Wine Evening plus Tropic Demonstration

Canonbie Community Cafe 7pm

Fishy Friday

Eskdalemuir Community Hub from 6pm

Dance with John Morgan

Canonbie Public Hall 7.30pm

16th - 21st

LAODS ‘Calamity Jane’

The Buccleuch Centre 7.30pm (Sat 2.30pm)

Tues 17th

CHAT Coffee morning

Hermitage Hall 10am to 12 noon

Wed 18th

Esk Valley Squirrel Group

Canonbie Parish Church 7pm

Muckle Toon Joggers Quiz night teams of 4

Langholm Golf Club 7pm

Frenchic Furniture Painting Workshop

The Lookout, Langholm High St. 10am to 3pm

Music night with “Joice” sing and play

Eskdalemuir Community Hub 7.30pm

Canonbie Bowling Quiz night

Cross Keys Hotel 7pm

Rotary Umbrella walk, Langholm

Community Centre 9.30am to 10am

Fri 13th
Sat 14th

Fri 20th

Sat 21st

Sat 28th
Sun 29th

Langholm Accordian & Fiddle Club (Martin Anderson
Langholm Social Club 1-5pm
trio)

APRIL

APRIL

Art exhibiton by 4 local artists

Canonbie Community Cafe Mon/Wed/Fri

Fri 3rd

Maggies Alice in Wonderland Fundraising Tea

Hermitage Hall 2.30pm to 4.30pm

Thurs 9th

LLAG AGM

Newcastleton Village Hall 8pm

Sat 11th

Eskdale & Liddesdale Embroiderers Guild

Langholm Day Centre 2-4pm

Tues 14th

Langholm & District Art Club - speaker tbc

Langholm Day Centre 7.30pm

Johnnie Armstrong Cafe Open

Personalised tours
available with prior booking

Phone:
013873 71373
or 07733 065587
gt@gilnockietower.com

Three Calamity Janes : Nicole Weatherstone (2002), Leona Evans 2020 and Mag Latimer (1988) all on-stage for next week’s production

E&L CLASSIFIED
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PLUMBing & HeAting

CHiMneY sWeeP

MARK FRASER
CHIMNEY SWEEP

6 Riverside Park
Canonbie
DG14 0UY
t. 013873 71773
m. 07801 658561

COMMISSIONING
▪
SERVICING
▪
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE
sCrAP MetAL

CUMBRIA METALS

FARM SCRAP
URGENTLY
WANTED

Wire ● Tin
Machinery ● Lorries
Cars ● Vans
and all other scrap metal
Big or small
we remove it all
Registered Dealer
Call Patrick: 07979 877391

Chimneys and
Stove Flues swept.
Wood Burning
Stoves Serviced.

t. 01228 791617
m. 07810 023819

tO Let

OFFICES-STUDIOS-WORKSHOPS-STORAGE

TO LET - LANGHOLM

• Ashley Bank House
• The Old Post Office
• The Old Bakery, Well Close
• Garage & Studios, Lairds Entry
• BFA - expressions of interest at this stage

for further information, please contact
HELEN STOREY, Ashley Bank House, Langholm DG13 0AN
Tel: 013873 81066 | email: helen@ashleybank.co.uk

COMPLAints

ESKDALE & LIDDESDALE
ADVERTISER
COMPLAINTS

If you wish to make a
complaint about anything in
the Eskdale & Liddesdale
Advertiser you can come into
the office and speak to the
Editor or email her on
rachel.norris@eladvertiser.co.uk
If you’re not satisfied with
how your complaint has been
handled you may write to the
Company Secretary at:
Muckle Toon Media CIC,
Ashleybank House,
Langholm DG13 0AN

Contact the
e&L
Advertiser
on

013873
80012

Advertising

GROW Your Business
with the E & L!

The classified advert below (5cm x 2 columns)
will cost only £25 for a single insertion but if you advertise your business
monthly, the price falls to £15 and if you advertise weekly, it collapses
to £10 - that’s nearly nowt! *
This can include your logo or other graphic and
can be designed in-house.

Contact 013873 80012 for details.

JOHN SMITH
JOINERY

5cm x 2 column

All aspects
of joinery work undertaken.

29 Green Street
Gretna DG16 0BA
t. 01461 123456
m. 07890 654321

*these rates apply to an annual contract and are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate.
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the eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
54 High street, Langholm dg13 0JH
013873 80012
catherine.greer@eladvertiser.co.uk
MOBiLe vAn tiMes

MOBILE POST OFFICE
PUBLIC LIBRARY
LANGHOLM TOWN HALL

WEDNESDAYS
10am - 3.30pm
FRIDAYS
9am - 2pm
____________________________

MOBILE RBS VAN

Community Centre Car Park
Charles Street, Langholm
EVERY THURSDAY
12.15pm - 12.55pm

To
advertise
in the
E&L
Advertiser
please call

013873
80012

Advertise in the E & L Advertiser
you’ll be surprised how little it costs!

An advert this size, 10cm x 2 columns,
will only cost £30 + VAT each for 12 inserts.
This can include your logo or other graphic and
can be designed in-house.
Contact 013873 80012 for details.
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Three for
Jamie
Horseracing

JAMIE Gormley of Langholm had
three runners on the all-weather
track at Newcastle on Tuesday.
He rode Zabeel Star for Karen
McLintock in a handicap over two
miles and half a furlong and came
fifth.
The horse was slowly away and
held up at the back of the 14-strong
field but made progress over two
furlongs out.
He kept on in the final furlong
but had no pace to challenge and
came in two and half lengths adrift.
In the fillies’ handicap over one
mile, four and a half furlongs he
rode Flood Defence for Iain Jardine
and came fifth of the six runners,
six lengths behind.
She took a keen hold at the start
and pressed the leader. She was in
the lead over two furlongs from
home but was passed over one furlong out and outpaced in the final
furlong.
Gormley’s third fifth place came
in seven-furlong handicap (division
one).
He rode Logi for Rebecca
Bastiman and at the halfway mark
was in the lead but was headed
over one furlong out and weakened
to come in six and three-quarter
lengths behind.

Victorious Vetreds

Sport Nostalgia
Rugby

April 13, 1983
Langholm Vetreds 16
Ballynahimbh Evergreens 6

Last Friday Langholm had
gathered together an over 35s
team to play their Irish visitors,
who were over to spectate at
Melrose Sevens.
A surprisingly large crowd witnessed a feast of open rugby
which Langholm won by four
tries to one goal.
This match, though not of the
Barbarian quality, was certainly
played in the same vein, as
penalty chances were shrugged
aside by both teams who opted
to run the ball at every opportunity.
Langholm took command of
the early forward exchanges and
dominated the first quarter so it
was a shock when Campbell in-
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tercepted for the ‘Evergreens’
and ran 60 metres to score with
Gibson converting.
A David Yarrow break was fed
out to George Sadler who jinked
through and moved to Steven
Turk on the loop for the former
international to score at the corner.
It was 4-6 at the interval which
was surprising from the amount
of home pressure but they soon
made amends when a driving
run by Tom Kennedy led to a
Tom Stothart converted try.
Langholm went further ahead
when number 8 Ronnie Tait went
over from a pick-up.
Another good run by flanker
Kennedy was well supported by
David Devlin who romped in
for the final try.
Team: E Beattie, D McVittie,
S Turk, W Beattie, G Sadler, D
Yarrow, R Johnstone, R Tait, T
Kennedy, D Devlin, P Smigh, T
Stothart, R Warwick, A Campbell,
J Hogg.

The Langholm Vetreds team were triumphant over Ballynahimbh in April 1983

Exciting day ahead for Ewart

Charmant in flight at Kelso in January 2019

Horseracing

JAMES Ewart Racing of
Langholm has an exciting
day ahead as the team
watch Charmant in a handicap chase at Cheltenham.
The team headed down to
the festival on Tuesday with
Charmant who is running in
the 4.10pm, the Brown
Advisory & Merriebelle Festival
Plate for Andrew Phillips and

Nicholas and Jill Sperling.
Denis O’Regan will ride the
seven year old in the ultracompetitive race. It's a Grade
3 National Hunt handicap
chase open to horses aged
five years or older and is run
over a distance of two miles
and five furlongs.
Twenty-six runners have
declared, including last year’s
winner Siruh de Lac.
In January last year Char-

www.eladvertiser.co.uk

mant won by 23 lengths with
championship-chasing jockey
Brian Hughes at Wetherby.
The partnership passed the
post first in the handicap chase
over two miles, three and a
half furlongs.
After his win the Racing Post
rated him the star performer
of the meeting.
At the time James Ewart
said this proved conclusively
that he stayed two and a half

miles and maybe in time he
will stay further.
It was an excellent result
and a great win for owners
Andrew Phillips and Nicholas
and Jill Sperling.
Earlier that same month
Charmant won at Kelso.
The yard also has runners
at Newcastle, Carlisle, Kelso
and Haydock this week.
__________________

Ally’s achievements

Sport Nostalgia
Paraplegic Games

Ally Corrie of Langholm was prominent in the
paraplegic games with his specialities being archery,
pistol shooting and weightlifting.
Here are just a few of his achievements from our
archives.
● In August 1975, Alan Corrie was a member
of the British weight-lifting team at the Paraplegic
Games at Stoke Mandeville. He won the
Japanese warriors helmet after his record lift.
● In 1976 Ally won gold and bronze medals for
archery at the Toronto Paraplegic Olympic
Games. He won gold for the team and a bronze
medal for the solo event.
● In 1985 Ally again won a trophy and a gold
medal at the British Paraplegic Games.
● In November 1986 Ally, who was sponsored
by the Edinburgh Woollen Mill, was selected
for the European Championships in Edinburgh.

Langholm’s Ally Corrie with one of his weightlifting awards in
August 1975

Giant success for Langholm
Eskdale & Liddesdale Advertiser
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Heptathlon

THE head of development at
Scottish Athletics has congratulated all the pupils who competed in the national giant
heptathlon which was won by
Langholm Academy.
Langholm’s victory was all
the more remarkable because
it was the first time the school
had taken part in the competition.
The pupils put in an outstanding performance at the west
regional finals held at
Ravenscraig Regional Sports
Facility.
Langholm won the final after
all the scores in the three other
regional finals were added up
and Langholm had the most.
After a record 30 teams competed in the giant heptathlon in
2019, this year’s event followed
closely behind with 29 schools
and more than 400 athletes taking part at the four venues.
Dumfries and Galloway also
had a second team in the top
five, with Moffat Academy
securing fifth place.
Langholm beat Websters High

Langholm Academy team wins the Giant Heptathlon finals

School, who won the Tayside
and Fife event and came second
behind Langholm in the overall
competition.
The regional final in the west
was won Clydeview Academy,
who took fourth place overall.
Peebles High School retained
the title in the east region, which
secured them third place in the
national.
The Grampian regional final
was won by Aberdeen

Academy.
Colin Hutchison, head of
development, is delighted with
the impact of the giant heptathlon
Alongside the Sportshall
events in primary schools, the
giant heptathlon for secondary
schools continues to be an important part of Scottish Athletics’
participation pathway providing
links into clubs for athletes not
already involved in mainstream

Colin Hutchison, head of development at Scottish Athletics

athletics.
Colin said: “Once again, we
would like to place on record
our thanks to the local authority
partners, teachers, Active School
co-ordinators, clubs and volunteers who put in countless hours
around the country to make the
local and regional events possible.
“In particular, we would like
to thank the delivery team at
Sportshall Associates, the stu-

dents from NESCOL, Dundee
& Angus College, West Lothian
College, New College Lanarkshire and our own Sportshall
co-ordinator, Harry Baird, who
has done an excellent job of
planning and delivering the
giant heptathlon events.
“Finally, we would like to
congratulate all the athletes who
competed in the event and made
this year’s giant heptathlon a
great success.”

Regional games for
netball teams

Cross Country

excellence
Cross Country

Langholm’s Conan Harper in
action in Queensferry
Photo: Neil Renton

TWO teenage runners from Langholm have excelled in the
Scottish Schools’ national cross country championships.
Conan Harper, 14, and Iona Jamieson, both pupils at Langholm Academy, were
at the competition in Queensferry, Edinburgh last week.
Conan and Iona had both won gold medals at the Schools regional crosscountry championships the previous week.
They were competing against the best young runners from around Scotland.
Conan ran excellently to finish 11th in the 15-17-year-old category from a
starting field of 183 runners.
He missed out on selection for the Scotland team for the Schools International
by one place.
Iona Jamieson also ran a terrific race in the 14-15-year category to finish 24th
from a field of 194 runners.

Langholm junior netball team

Netball

THE junior and senior netball teams from the Langholm
and Canonbie Schools Cluster have been in action around
the region.
Both teams continue to perform well and have had good
results.
Dumfries Academy (S3s) 10 Langholm Academy Juniors 19;
Dumfries Academy Seniors 4 Langholm Academy Seniors 34;
Dumfries Academy (S2s) 3 Langholm Academy Juniors 22;
Dumfries Academy (S1s) 3 Langholm Academy Juniors 13;
Langholm Academy Seniors 24 Sanquhar Academy Seniors
4; and Langholm Academy Juniors 26 Sanquhar Academy
Juniors 4.

Benty
bowling
Bowling

THE times for the Benty pairs
tournament in the Benty hall
this Saturday are:
3pm: Jim Wood, Ryan Wood,
Sally, Corey, Janie, Eric JNR,
Milton 1, Capper L
3:45pm: Jack Hotson, Jay
Gordon, Stewart Hogg, Matt
Hall, Derek Murray, Jimmy
Foster, Anne Hall, Jake.
5:15pm: Luke, Kirkton L,
Crocker 1, Crocket 2, Gary
Calvert, Amy, Wull, Jenifer
Johnstone.
6:00pm: Mick, Rocky, Henry
Laurie, Kevin Jack, Ian Hall,
Clark Young, Wamphray C, J.K.
7:30pm:
Wamphray
A,
Wamphray B, Kieran, Ryan J,
Stacy, Nemo, John Hogarth,
Gary McColm
____________________

Tag Hogg
Singles
Bowling

THE times for the Tag Hogg
singles cup this Sunday in
Langholm Social Club.
The tournament is generously
sponsored by Steven Jarzyna.
If members could bring raffle
prizes, that would be much
appreciated.
12.30pm: John Aitken, Gary
Calvert, Luke Tolson, Davie
Gordon, Ava, Robert Dickson,
Zara, Kieran 1, Kacey, Corey
Park, Glenpark 5, Booba.
1pm: Fuzzy, Stuart Mabon,
Glenpark 1, Woody 2, Jay
Gordon, Alan Wilson, Del 1,
Paul Warwick, Jim Wood,
Gregor Park, Amy, Glenpark 3
1:30pm: Sparky, Strimmer,
Brady, Del 2, Lindean B, Jamie
Hall, Gavin Jeffery, Franny.
2:30pm:Norman Armstrong,
Lindean X, Danny Hotson,
Blackpark 1, Westruther 1,
Callum Hall, Kerr Gordon, Del
6, Mick, Robbie Gordon,
Glenpark 2, Denholm 1.
3:00pm: Jake Park, Matt Hall,
Del 5, Stewart Hogg John
Kinstrey, Denholm 2.
3:30pm: Gary McColm,
Woody 3, Glenpark 4, Del 4,
Lucy Hall, Al Sloan, Nemo,
Westruther 2, Scott Morrison,
Ian Hall, Kieran 3, Callum
Scott.
4:00pm: Cody, Del 3, Lindean
Y, Nicol Elliot, Sue, Woody 1,
Rocky, Sally, Blackpark 2, Ryan
J, Paiso, George Robinson.
4:30pm: Carolle Warwick, Jack
Hotson, Kieran 2, Richard Fox.

Sports News

NEXT RACE DAY :
MONDAY 16th MARCH

Class Mo Salah kicks off
trail season at Middlemoss
Thursday March 12, 2020

Gates 12pm : 1st RACE 2.10pm

Sponsored by KELSO RACES 01573 221221|info@kelso-races.co.uk

Wet and windy conditions makes viewing difficult for spectators

Time Will Tell with owners Liam Millburn and Sandra Mordue

Seniors: Class Mo Salah,
Polaris, Castle Clansman,
Buster Moon, Splendid Mikey,
Tynemouth.
9 ran. 22.32.
Maidens: Overwater Stanley,
Sportsman, Red Hot Bob, Fire
Lass, Pirate Jake, Fire Gem.

8 ran. 25.25.
Pups: Time Will Tell, Diggle
Boy, Border Brow, Delta
Status, Border Brae, Outlaw.
10 ran. 15.28.

All In: Jazzle, Castle
Caledonia, Tommy Moon.
7 ran. 12.32.

Corinne Roper with Class Mo Salah

Double celebration

everyone at the club.
Davie Gordon and Craig Hislop
attended the pre-match event, along
with their wives Kerrie and
Donna.
After being presented with the
trophy, they enjoyed the hospitality
of the SRU before watching
Scotland beat France by 28-17.
After the match , Davie said:
“Hats off to the SRU. We were
very well looked after and it was a
great day with a great result.”
The club has been showered with
congratulations and good wishes
from supporters and friends around
the country.

Davie Gordon and Craig Hislop picked up the award at Murrayfield on Saturday
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RUGBY fans from Langholm
enjoyed a double celebration
when they cheered on Scotland
to a great victory over France
last Sunday.
Langholm RFC was awarded the
trophy for East Region community
club of the season by the SRU before the Six Nations match.
The SRU said that this award
was in recognition of the great
work the club had been engaging
in within the community.
The body passed on its congratulations to Langholm and said the
award was very well deserved for
all of the good work done by

771472

Rugby

Price 80p
9

THE Border Hound Trailing
Association kicked off the new
season at Middlemoss last
Saturday.
Conditions were windy with
light showers all afternoon making viewing difficult for the spectators.
The first trail was the seniors
and nine hounds were slipped.
At the last road Class Mo Salah
(ex Ranger) had a few lengths’
lead on Polaris, with Castle
Clansman about a further 10
lengths back.
This was the order they finished
in but by the line Mo Salah had
stretched his lead and won easily
to the delight of his new owner
Corinne Roper.
Buster Moon ran well for fourth,
with Splendid Mikey and
Tynemouth taking the final tickets.
The next race was the senior
maidens which attracted eight
entries.
The weather had closed in so
visibility was still poor for this
race but at the last road Sportsman
was just in front of Overwater
Stanley, with Red Hot Bob in
third.
When they appeared on the
finish, Overwater Stanley had
taken the lead and finished well
to win, with Sportsman in second

and Red Hot Bob in third.
Fire Lass was fourth with Pirate
Jake and Fire Gem in fifth and
sixth.
Overwater Stanley ran well
considering he is new to the
Border Association and it was
his first time over this track.
Congratulations to owners George
Burgen and Carol Tunstall.
Ten puppies were slipped in
the next race and they set off at a
cracking pace in their first official
trail.
By the time they arrived at the
road, Diggle Boy, owned by
Abbie Lithgow and Kyle and
Ella-May Gallagher, had a commanding lead over race favourite
Time Will Tell, owned by Sandra
Mordue, Teddy Storrow and Liam
Millburn, who headed up the rest
of the pack.
Something must have gone
wrong in the bottom because
when they appeared on the finish,
Time Will Tell was in front and
finished well for his first win.
Diggle Boy had to settle for
second with Border Brow in
third. Delta Status, Border Brae
and Outlaw took the other tickets.
The last race was the All In
and this was won by Jazzle, last
year’s puppy champion, who
showed her finishing speed as
she pulled away from Castle
Caledonia on the finish.

11

Hounds

